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Since September 2017, men and women at the Larimer County Jail, 
Work Release and Community Corrections have spent an hour and 
a half of each week participating in a writing workshop facilitated 
by Zoe, BraveHeart, Kaylee, Emmy, Derra, Josie, Kelly, Ryann, Sam, 
Bree, Beth and Cherie. Adding to this diverse chorus are two youth 
writing groups from Turning Point and Remington House  
facilitated by Shelby, Hannah, Kitmik, Yibei, Laney, Krissa, Aaron 
and Hayley. Throughout the semester, creative energy poured 
through the fingertips of these prolific writers and onto the page. 
Male, female, youth and adult, each writer brought a unique style and 
voice to the works within. Kudos to these writers and our wonderful 
volunteer facilitators. A very special thanks to staff at our community 
partner sites: the Larimer County Jail, Remington House, Larimer 
County Community Corrections and Work Release, and Turning 
Point. We also recognize the CSU English Department for provid-
ing staff and material support. We would also like to give heartfelt 
thanks to the AJL Foundation annd Bohemian Foundation for their 
grant support. As always, the expertise and speedy printing work of 
Gorham Publishers is gratefully acknowledged as we circulate these 
writings far and wide.
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Words. What are they to you? Are they simply letters pushed together and 
slapped on a page or a sign or a wall? Or are they more? Maybe they are the 
handwritten notes from a loved one you haven’t seen for a while. Or, the 
simple compliments spoken to you in a quiet moment. Or is it the songs 
you stream through your headphones that speak to pieces of soul even the 
people closest to you will never see? Words, spoken or written, have power. 
As Jimmy Santiago Baca said language changed the way he saw life. Words, 
even though they may be small or even huge, have the innate ability to 
change, to give, and to discover. Words helped to look into the unexpected. 

In seven writing locations this fall people from Larimer County Jail, Larimer 
County Community Corrections, Turning Point, and Remington house, 
found the ability to use words to help them raise their voices when they may 
have been quiet before. Writing workshops about the words of music, the fi-
nesse of poetry, and the loudness of language invited writers, who may have 
never been given the chance, a time to speak up and speak out. In this jour-
nal their words are splashed across the pages. In this journal stories are told 
and voices are heard. A bunch of letters have been pushed together to create 
something bigger and something powerful. Along with words, artwork fills 

 STORiES 

iNTRODUCTiON: 

“I culled poetry from odors, sounds, faces, and ordinary events 
occurring around me... sounds nicked their marks on my nerves; 
objects made impressions on my sight as if in clay. There, in the 
soft language, life centered and ground itself in me and I was 
flowing with the grain of the universe. Language placed my life 
experiences in a new context, freeing me for the moment to be-
come with air as air, with clouds as clouds, from which new asso-
ciations arose to engage me in present life in a more purposeful 
way.”

- Jimmy Santiago Baca, A Place to Stand
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these pages, showing another creative outlet for these writers and artists to 
share their feelings, emotions, and thoughts. This journal is dedicated to the 
writers whose thoughts fill these pages, and to you, the reader – for not only 
listening, but hearing.

So take this journal and feel the quiet power from each of these poems and 
art pieces. Listen to the voices speaking. Here, words are more than a group-
ing of letters. Here, these words matter. Take them and hear the voices of the 
quiet and the unheard. Take them and let the stories of the people who told 
them inspire change. Let them speak out.

attention speakout! writers

You may continue to submit and publish your 
work through the SpeakOut! Online website:
https://speakoutclc.wordpress.com
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Aaron W.

WRiTE ME!

“There is nothing to writing 
All you do is sit down at the typewriter and bleed.” -Hemingway
 
Bleed till it all comes out 
Bleed till you feel like you can’t bleed anymore 
than bleed some more. 
Feel it, feel the emotion that wells up inside. 
Don’t hide it, don’t mask it, let it bleed out. 
The fear, pain, hurt, regret, bitterness, resentment 
hate, 
Then when it all comes out you will 
be surprised with what you’re filled up with.

Enrique

WRiTiNG BACK AND FORWARD

Consider the hands that write this letter from left to right not knowing 
what to write.  Constant memories going in and out of my head.  Love Hate 
Love.  Peace, War, and Destructions.  Never knowing.  Wondering what 
it will be.  Stopping going stopping.  Ink fading in and out. Ball point pen 
stopped again.
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Yoshi

CYCLE

You put the apple seed in the earth 
From it new life is birthed 
Growing old from father time 
Growing strong from rain and sunshine 
Watching the circle of life go round 
To start anew when you plant the next 
Seed in the ground 

FAMiLY

Brandon C.

I love my family. Through 
thick ‘n thin. Through clean 
my recovery and trust taken 
for granted. Broken down, bad  
decisions, and under the influence.  
They were there. Visitin’ 1 hr. 
far away from home. They were  
there. Girl problems, money  
problems & drug problems. They  
were there. No matter where  
I’m at they’re with me. In my 
heart, that’s what love is.   
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HiNDSiGHT

Wildtire

    There’s a blackheart down 
And a man left behind 
He’s a man I’ve never met 
 a mission failed 
    My life...
The man I’ve not met is me 
  I am a human. 
  Perfectly broken. 
I want to surrender to a spirit 
  (In a bottle) 
Because I have helped you...
      You won’t let me 
  And I hate you for it! 

A PROMiSE TO MY UNBORN GRANDSON

JHD

I made a promise 
To B. T. 
I will love you  
I will hold you  
I will catch you  
I will teach you 
I will listen to you 
I will watch you grow 
But most of all  
I will love you 
From the bottom ofmy heart  
Forever and ever 
’Til death do us part
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EMPATHY

HEYOKA

Empathy looks like a two-edged sword 
Sometimes it feels like a slash through my 
heart and I can all but taste the metallic  
edge to the blood that drips from my mouth 
yet somehow smells like grandmother’s 
honeysuckles from the back yard reminding 
me to listen to the cool breeze 
exchanged from one to another making  
the second edge of this sword much  
duller and less likely to puncture  
and most likely to adore  
an antique. How can you 
hold a sword with two edges? 

RELATiONSHiPS

STR1K3

Most call it Love, 
Some call it Strength. 
I call it respect, 
  It should never involve neglect. 
I call it trust, 
  So easily broken by lust. 
I call it forgiveness, 
  Because sometimes it’s what is needed to save this mess. 
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Kit Kat

SUGAR AND SPiCE

Do you have the time? I’d like to share a secret of mine, I’m not sure if the 
Rhythm will match the Rhyme, But Gosh Darnit, I’m gonna try! 
My life has not been all sugar and spice, just because I’m a girl. It’s been a 
little less than nice!  
In fact, it’s been one Hell of a strife, just barely hanging on for dear life. But 
the fire that dwells deep down inside, well, hell it won’t let me go downhill,  
Even after all that’s been done, I get right back up and push back with more 
might because I have a very bright light, but sugar and spice? Yeah f**king 
right!  
Not to keep up this fight but I know what’s right, I won’t hide, I won’t lie, it’s 
been tougher than hell just to keep my head above ground. These kids that 
surround me, don’t know the heart that’s inside me. They see me mostly 
smiling, even though I just want to start crying. But I can’t let the darkness 
control me, this fight is so much bigger than me, but my life is precious to 
a few that were created by me. So the Devil can’t hold me, can’t you see that 
as I stand before thee, my mind is made up so Satan you better back the 
f**k up or you might not make it to create the playground you so desper-
ately wanted!  
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UNTiTLED

James Mortem

life is a form of Death 
We need to accept this path 

Death is the Beginning and the end to all 
All men shall Fall 

life is a living purgatory 
But Death is not the end of the story 

life is a form of Death 
Down to the last Breath

REALiTY

Young Shady

I feel like my life has been  
Blown to bits like no one hears  
Me or see me like I’m a ghost.  
Like Life isn’t a reality like it’s a nightmare and I keep  
asking myself “Why am I here” or
“Should I Even be here.”
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I remember the days when we were  
young with no cares just the freedom of  
riding our bikes, the rush of the wind 
as we flew through the sky like jets, 
the speed of the ground under our wheels as we climbed to the top of the 
hill, to the very top, to the sky’s the limit and let go of the handle bars that 
kept us on the ground. We flew over the top and as we landed, rolled down 
the hill in the tall green grass and how we laughed.
We climbed to the top of the hill and laid on our backs, we watched the 
clouds roll by calling out the shapes, watching the planes flying over, the 
wonderment of the blue open sky. Watching the sky turn to twilight we 
scramble to our bikes to ride back home before the street lights turn on, 
before Mom yells for us to come in. 
As we ride, we talk about what new adventure we are going on tomorrow, 
we get to the corner and we part we laugh one last time and say see ya

WE CLiMBED TO THE TOP

abe
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Myra Mains

STiLETTOS

To my sexy stilettos 
I thank you for the years 
The tears, laughs, and years. 
I wore you long 
I wore you hard 
Today I wouldn’t wear you when  
I walked my St. Bernard! 
I finally felt tall 
You were my favorite shoes of all 
My next pair will be made of steel
I never again want to break a heel.

LOST

Rachel C.

Lost within myself
  Lost in the world
Clear sky overhead
  Dark shadows cloud within
As I sit in a crowded room
  I scream silently
   As not to be heard
Life’s demons crowd around me
  But yet I’m lost and lonely
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That feeling you get when you kiss, 
 it’s like butterflies and bliss. 
That feeling you get when you cuddle,  
 it’s like wallowing in a puddle.  
That feeling you get when you see the other, 
 it’s like you were made to be with one another. 
That feeling you get when you can’t see each other, 
 cuddle or be kissing,  
 It’s like a piece is missing, 
 it’s like your heart has a hole, 
 it makes it feel unwhole 

STR1K3

THE FiRST LOvE iS THE DEEPEST

Billy G.

BULLY

Worry constantly there, waiting to see you achieve, so that he can come 
take the accomplishment away like it’s nothing. 
Worry not really caring of the hurt, pain, loneliness, and distance it causes 
you and your loved ones.  He hides behind a shield of helping, but we who 
are and have dealt with him know he’s only there to disrupt the good that it 
is in your world. 

Hey bully I have a few questions for you: 
1. Do you know the disruption that you have caused in my life? 
2. Do you really care as you lead the people to believe? 
3. Have you really asked yourself is all this necessary for someone to go 
through when a court of law has yet to judge? 
4. Tell me how does it make you feel to separate a father from his child, 
husband from his duties does that make you smile?  Tell me your answer 
please?
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SPLiT LEvEL HOME

Wildtire

I can’t remember the pain 
but the sound of my scream 
and life is surreal 
Not my own 
Where did I go 
and what makes you stay? 
I don’t know how to love 
truly love 
never did 
I guess you like a good project  
a fixer upper with curb appeal 
kicked to the curb, this old house 
like London Bridge 
is falling down, my fair lady.

THE SCOUNDREL

Enrique

Scoundrels, villains, are they who deal in crooked
talk. 
 Shift Eyes, feet ever moving.
  Point with fingers,
They have perversity in their hearts,
  Always plotting evil,
   Sowing discord
For their doom comes suddenly; in an instant they are crushed
 Beyond cure.
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iT’S YOU

Mag

5 days, 4 hours, 43 minutes, and 30 seconds.  
That’s how long ago. 
That’s how long it’s been since I felt a part of  
me leave. 
That’s how long it’s been since this pain growing  
inside of me has begun. 
That’s how long it’s been since I realized your  
Smile wouldn’t brighten my day. 
That’s how long ago. 
Today is Monday, you left Wednesday. 
I didn’t know you long, but the connection felt  
like I’ve known you forever. 
Electric...happy.  
Those two words describe my memories with  
you.  
Gentle...the word keeps intact my mind the 
versions of you.  
Vivid memories set on replay, over and over they  
go through my mind. 
You’re physically gone, but you still brighten my 
day.  
Here someday, one day...we’ll meet again. 
Until then here’s cheers to what I’ll hold onto.  
It’s you. 

UNTiTLED

Shaela K.

My First...
Has never been my last.
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Alicia VIB

HEARTBREAK

How I feel, what I feel, how I sense and what I sense. The Emotions from 
my heart turn into energy that I can’t control the power of my thoughts 
growing so much stronger overcoming the me that is happy the me that is 
gone 

I feel as if I’m drowning in the ocean and no hero is here to come save ME 
I feel the darkness taking over and my tear ocean is too high for me to 
Stand! My thoughts surround me as if they were the sharks in the ocean. 

My emotions start to twirl in the ocean and a thunder storm shows up with 
twirls in the water my heart is out of control.

Asa M

A SMALL CANDLE

A small candle, it’s made out of wax and the wax somehow melts all over 
his hand and goes up his arm and burns up everything until all there is 
left is bones. And it goes up the arm and across the back to the other arm 
and it goes up the whole body like that, until everything that is left is a 
skeleton. The person is already dead, but he comes back to life and does all 
this weird stuff. The candle makes him do stuff, things an ordinary person 
wouldn’t do. He goes around terrorizing everybody and every thing.
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Special K

WHEN i CLOSE MY EYES

When I close my eyes  
I see life as it once was  
Full of Happiness and Joy  
With the ones I love  

When I close my eyes I  
See my life as it is now  
Full of Regret and Longing for  
What I once had, and all I  
Have lost  

When I close my eyes I  
See my life as it could be again 

When I close my eyes I  
See that maybe not all is lost 
 
When I close my eyes I see what was broken and can be mended 
And put back together 
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LiFE CHANGE

Faith

Not remembering any good dope days. The things I remember in my life 
struggle. I remember walking with my kids looking for my next high. I 
remember being called a meth head. But laughing cause I didn’t accept it. I 
remember shooting up and nodding out in front of my own kids. I remem-
ber not remembering half the things that I did. Remembering the dope 
man time frame, just ten more minutes. I remember those days being so 
sick I just wanted to end it. I remember birthdays and holidays and all the 
things I missed during my incarcerations. I remember getting super high 
and locking myself in my room and my mother Emma crying and banging 
on my bedroom door screaming my nickname Kika. I remember blaming 
myself when my mother Emma decided to leave me. Showing me tough 
love. I remember caring so much but not being able to show it. And I know 
to this day that Emma my mother knows I am thankful. Forgetting my life 
struggle being a meth head now I remember the most is getting down on 
my knees and asking God to save me because I don’t want to do this no 
more. Lesson live and learn and move forward!!

JRD

WHO ARE YOU

I’ve never thought I would have chosen my name but I always felt it had 
meaning. Seer of the seasons comes to mind but I could just be full of my-
self. I see myself as a good person one who genuinely cares about everyone 
else around him. I always tend to think of everyone else before myself. It’s 
hard to say what others would say about me in here. Nobody really knows 
me very well. Myself maybe—I feel interested, explorative, feeling like I’m 
trying something new. Not too sure what to say thinking more about what 
people might think feel or say about me. I’d say genuinely caring, honest, 
observant quiet, shy.
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Rachel C.

LOviNG YOU

As the rain shatters against the window
 The lightning strikes
   And the thunder rolls
My heart pitter patters
 Against my chest
  With the love I feel when you’re near
It’s nothing I can explain
 It’s a feeling from within my soul
   Like the feeling you get when you see
A cute puppy, that warm tingling feeling
 From deep within my soul
  Like the feeling of sunshine
   Beating down on you.
When we are apart
  You’re on my mind
    Like a lost soul searching for the light
As the days grow longer
 My love for you grows stronger
  Until death do us part
   And the wheels fall off.
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JHD

PRiNCESS POD

The princess pod 
Is hardly a palace
It certainly is
Filled with malice 
Women don’t care  
Yet expect you to share 
No one has riches  
Many are b***hes  
Those who are nice 
Are still treated like mice 
The food is nutritious  
Certainly not delicious 
The only castle for me
I wish I could see  
I long to be home 
And forever to roam

Young Shady

SLEEP

Sleepiness crashes over me
Like waves in an ocean I feel  
Like just collapsing and going  
to bed like nothing else matters  
to bed like nothing else matters  
except my bed, blankets, and pillows. 
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Gemini L.

COLORS

I learned black from my mom. 
Black to hate everyone who disagrees with her. 

Blue to cry while she is away. 
Red, she taught me, to lose control. 

Gray to feel alone. 
White taught me to be blind from her pain. 

Purple to show that there is still hope and love. 
Yellow to see the little speck of happiness. 

Lastly, Green, she taught me to see the true beauty of mother nature. 

Real air, Real sun
Anywhere but here
Late night, Early morning
the sound of mid-day traffic
Long walks, Real Cars
more than a small court yards
Less stress, Deep breaths
Hopefully sometime soon.
Anywhere but here.

Gypsy Marie

ANYWHERE BUT HERE
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Kit Kat 

NEvER ENDiNG ROAD

Story my life has been a never-ending road  
From the twists and turns  
To the ups and downs  
Never Ending, Never Stopping 

Days and nights  
From dawn to dusk and dusk to dawn  
Over and over again  
Never ending, never stopping  

Seasons come and seasons go  
From the cold of the winter  
snow and ice and frozen ponds  
Animals at rest, all cozy and fed 

Into the warmth of Spring 
As the ice melts and birds chirp, flowers bloom  
Each morning the smell of fresh, crisp air  
As rain falls to the ground  

Slowing through the heat of the Summer  
As days grow longer and nights get warmer  
Storms move in lightning the skies  
In synch with their thunder claps  

Turning into colors of Fall  
As the days grow shorter and nights get colder  
The leaves in the trees change red, yellow, orange
Turning brown as they fall to the ground 

As the clouds of Winter roll back in  
Changing the colors of the sky 
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NEvER ENDiNG ROAD (CONT'D)

From dawn to dusk and dusk to dawn
Winter, Spring, Summer, Fall 
Over and over again  
Never Ending, Never Stopping  

People come and people go  
Friends and loved ones  
Both young and old 

From the birth one to grief of losing another  
Some here to stay  
While others come and go  
Changing every day  
Never Ending, Never Stopping  
Over and over again  

The good times and bad times  
Fun times and times of boredom  
Learning new things  
Both teaching and giving  
And learning and accepting  
From myself to others and then  
Back again  

Never Ending, Never Changing  
Over and over again  
Always changing, never staying the same  

Story of my life is a road without end  
So much has come and gone  
And yet so much further to go 

Never ending, never stopping  
Over and over again  
Story of my life is a road without end
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Aimee E.

SHE SAYS

As I pace through my cabin waiting for my dearest, holding the ring in my 
left hand. For she was late, she never has been late.   
 I mumble, “Where is she” underneath my breath.  
I hear the phone ring without hesitation I pick up. The words I hear break 
my mind and I go blank.  
 I mumble “She’s dead.” 
The words I hear struck me like a sword. My Rose is dead keeps ring-
ing through my ears, my dearest. My everything, but I keep listening to 
the phone. She was killed by someone, someone close. The anger spreads 
through me.... I hang up out of an act of sadness and anger. I hear a knock 
on the door, I hurry to answer it, but I see only a baby and a letter. The let-
ter is addressed to me and from Rose. For I open it and read...

“Take care of Little Rose.”
The baby is mine and for me to take care of. I snatch the letter for I no 
longer wished to be disturbed. I stare at the letter and the child wondering 
what to do with it. I close the door not wanting to look at the child. I scan 
the letter longer, then find a message, reading...

“Now you shall die.”
I feel a rush of cold creep through the front door and the sight of the a 
child.... Holding a knife with black eyes that stare into my soul. I stifle a 
prayer to God as my last breath blows.
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Alicia VIB

UNTiTLED

Eyes my own they shine so bright, 
but you upon my eyes is a whole new universe.  

I can barely see when I look into your eyes,  
because to me you’re the most bright thing this world can hold.  

As I look into your eyes, 
I see a world fulfilled with galaxies. 

You’re the rose to my heart,  
It’s amazing to have you, 
but your thorns push me away leaving me tearful.

Easton Z.

UNTiTLED

lost in the sentimental thoughts. Craving my baby girl. from head to toe. 
Missing the soulful sensation I get when we are in each other’s arms as 
though time has stopped. Timid of the thought of losing her. Runnin low 
growing empathetically numb as time passes by the darker I feel. Itching 
for the next time to lock eyes. Something about her that just feels so right. 
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Special K

TOUGH PEOPLE

T oo many times I have wondered 
O ver all my life’s struggles  
U nder stress from one thing to the next  
G ive me the chance to start over  
H old on to the past or never move forward 

T ake all I have learned, both good and the bad  
I know now I am getting stronger  
M y darkness grows thinner  
E very day I move forward 
S o long as I don’t let my past hold me back 

D one with all my trouble within  
O nly time can mend what has been broken  
N ow it is time to begin  
T his new change within 

L ook to my future in a positive way  
A new way of thinking  
S tay away all my stinking thinking  
T ime to let go of all my negatives thoughts
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TOUGH PEOPLE (CONT'D)

T oo many times I have wondered 
O ver all my life’s struggles  
U nder stress from one thing to the next  
G ive me the chance to start over  
H old on to the past or never move forward

P aying it forward  
E very step that I take  
O nly I can forgive and let go  
P aying it forward again  
L etting those I once lost back in my life once again  
E ven though I have been hurt, I am stronger within

D one with the old me  
O n with the new 
!

Image by Special K
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Broken Soul

COMPLiCATiONS

Growing up wasn’t fun. 
Living life with my alcoholic mom 
She never laid a hand on me  
And I’m grateful for being me.  
I might have grown up way too fast, 
but that’s how I blurred my past.  
Got caught up and went to jail. 
I felt like I’ve failed 
Tried to keep my head above water, 
but the waves were much stronger. 

They say flowers can’t bloom in the dark.
But in the shadows of death I found a spark
I’m full of smiles & laughter enough to be sold
but when I’m alone my story unfolds.
When I think of the color wheel; the ones in school
I find myself drawn to the color blue.
I’m happy when I should be sad
mad when I should be glad
a Paradox at its best like it’s a new fad.
If you’re ever to ask I’m always okay
no matter what it’s always been this way
most will run away some try and stay
I’ve lived my life but don’t know how I’ve felt
trust me I know this is confusing I can barely keep up myself

Gypsy Marie

BEAUTiFUL PARADOX
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abe

TOK'’SHA AKE

In the twilight of this life 
I am here at the beginning of the next 
As the twilight gives way to the morning mist 
Brothers and Sisters, do not mourn for me. 
Raise your voice and sing to brother wind 
So he can carry your song of joy 
to all our relations. 
Brothers and Sisters do not cry for me. 
Dance so all will see that I once lived. 
My spirit soars as the Eagle 
To Grandfather, where all my relations 
have gone before me. 
My body goes to the warm embrace of  
Mother Earth, so it can be born again. 
Brothers and Sisters do not mourn, 
our paths will cross again. 
I will welcome you and say 
Waste Anpetu, “Wash Tay, Ahn Pay Too” (good day) 
So until then Tok’sha aké
  (see you later)
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David G.

i WiSH i HAD THE COURAGE TO SAY

I wish I had courage to say the things I want to say 
when you tell me not to call certain people 
I wish I had the courage to say 
when you tell me not to fall into Drama 
I wish I had the courage to say 
when you tell me when you can’t wait to have me help out 
I wish I had the courage to say

I wish I had the courage to say 
The things I want to say but when  
I build up the courage up to say what I wanna say 
The sec you pick the phone up the courage goes away.

Lonely

UNTiTLED

What does it take for you 2 know I love you you’re my world baby without 
you my heart begins to crumble it’s killing me to even thinking of losing 
you I know my actions have been worse than to be abusing you but this 
time I’m not lyin please believe me baby girl this time I’m really trying I am 
being a better man everything going on right now has really got me feel-
ing like I’m dyin Emotions building up I’m breaking down don’t know if I 
can face this now I’m at a point I can’t even fake it now as the tears start to 
surface I’m nervous if you left I wouldn’t want to find another purpose it’s 
worthless cause nobody compares to you you’re perfect and everything I 
put you threw I know you don’t deserve it I just want you to be happy this 
is my karma god let you serve it 
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HEYOKA

UNLiMiTED TRESPASS

I walk with heels to a home so close 
to my heart he waits on the porch 
Cigarette in hand to simply tell me no 
never we cannot be one in the same 
Marriage in my mind I thought I saw 
a ring he took mine, emerald green 
I thought he was my wolfman  
my alpha I wanted to be beta I’ll do 
anything, ANYTHING for you Lilith 
baby Lilith he repeats my  
alternate personality my disorder 
slipping away wishing for a love 
too far away I drove miles to come 
back. To you heels they heard upstairs 
calling you to warn you that crazy 
man in heels with lipstick waiting 
to kiss his cheek all I want is  
reciprocation come back to me to 
let me love you in my schizophrenic 
heart or is it just my brain tricking  
me. 
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Aaron W.

THE GAME

When am I gonna win this game? 
All that I’ve done is brought about shame. 
That’s when I said, this isn’t fun anymore.
Then she said, “Cause I’ll always bee keeping score.”

So is that how this story goes? 
Always duckin and dodgin other foes. 
Never knowin what team the others play for. 
Yours, or the one keepin score.

You fix my itch said the witch, 
So quit being a b***h 
Deal with the pain 
After all its only in your brain.

She said, “I would kill you, but that would be to easy, 
I’d rather you run around trying to please me.” 
Never knowing, that would never happen, 
Kept me from getting around from puttin that app in.

Rafael L.

UNTiTLED

the Laws will have him & make 
him go Down for his Crime,  
too Late to Stop he knows he’s 
facing at least thirty five, 
kids at home whining wondering 
if daddy will make it out alive.
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THE GAME (CONT'D)

To that new someone, who wouldn’t just be pulling my strings, 
and making sure I feel all of the sting 
Putting me down till I could feel no more, 
that in turn, keeping me from walking out that door.

Holding me back, cause of the things in the past, 
always keeping me on to the next task. 
“NO MORE!” I said as I went, 
making sure as I did it, pushing out every dent.

She said “You will be back, that is a fact,”
As she is looking at me all gacked. 
Little did she know I won, 
When I said I was done. 
Now it’s time to have fun. 
Life has just begun.
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Green Bean

TO WALK A PAGAN PATH

The trees of wisdom call to me 
The smell of rain in the air soothes me 
The flowers of Life talk to me 
Taking in mother earth fills me 
The Sun God warms me 
The Moon Goddess embraces me 
We honor Lugh’s wedding to mother earth 
The Goddess Badb blesses me with wisdom, inspiration 
The Goddess Arianrhod guides me to reincarnation 
I embrace all of the sabbats 
Gods and Goddess who bring out my magic 
Love the earth for she is your mother 
Once she is gone there won’t be another.

Kitty Cat

LiLLY

There is a cat that is very fat 
Her name is Lilly 
She plays in tents and chases string attached to cars 
Silly Lilly
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Dakota S.

DEAR TiME

Dear time,  
You are my oldest friend and I know you will be there with me from 
beginning to end. I will pass away when you decide and you might be the 
only person to say goodbye. I watch you every day and I know you do the 
same. You’ve seen the worst side of me. You take me to very unique places 
I’ve met new faces but never too far from where my feet race. I’ve hit trees 
metal doors grass and concrete suffered from extreme heat to extreme cold. 
I know it might be to much to ask but can you heal me now. I’m sick of this 
pain, time can you stop playing games I feel like I’m in a loop repeating 
steps of my life over and I never move. I want to play my life and continue 
with being good with minor injuries. I hope you can read when you can.  
                                   Sincerely, 
   Dakota S.

Mark G.

CHANGE

Change is scary, change is frightening. Once we accept change things are 
starting to be different accepting change starts on the inside and works its 
way out. Making changes will show step by step and starts with decision 
choices and thoughts. We all have choices and the majority of the time we 
make rational choice and end up with crappy outcomes! Better choices 
bring better outcomes. I have made a choice to change for the best to better 
my life and my decision for a better outcome. Life will be so much better 
change is not scary not frightening, let’s do this and move forwards. 
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Cowboy

5 THiNGS ABOUT OWiNG

I owed it to myself to smile- 

I owed it to myself to cry- 

I owed it to myself to laugh-  

I owed it to myself to lie- 

Honestly, I owed it to myself-

STR1K3

SUiCiDAL LOvE

At the time,  
I should have said you look beautiful, 
I should have said you are colorful, 
But, 
I said you were a ho, 
I said you were the dirt beneath my toes. 
At the time, 
I should have said you were perfect,  
I should have said I will protect,  
But, 
I said we weren’t meant to be,  
I said f**k you and f**k me.
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Dakota S.

THE THREE WORDS

Run  

       Run  

              Run away  

                     Run  

                            Run  

                                   Run today
Everything will be away taking time in space. Welcome thoughts turn to 
hostile fights me yelling in my own face. 
       Break  

              Break  

                     Break away 
  
                            Break, break  

                                     Break everything
Shatter glass fist bleeding and new it seems like every day. My feet hit pave-
ment now and I’m running away don’t face problem fear turns to rage. 
       Turn    

              Turn  

                     Turn away
and everything will be just away...maybe not today.
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SimbA+

UNTiTLED

After time my life gets old 
life never goes the way I want it 
life is something no matter how hard It never changes. 
Blood drives me. 
It makes me happy 
the taste makes me livid. 
I have no emotions. 
I will never have them 
as much as I will never have them  
there is only one person that has shown  
me what I want. 
She loves me.  
She cares. 
She shows me life and feeling I’ve never had. 
And I love that and she’s the lovely women I’m dating 
        her name is V. 

LW

SOLiTUDE

Moving forward, accompanied by the solitude of the dark.
holding my head up with courage and pride.
never will I indulge others to alter my stride,
fighting the plethora of pain, I will not permit the malaise to leave a mark.
Silence fills the desolate air,
as I moved at its laconic beauty.
while I ponder, why me?
Why this overabundant burden for me to bear?
My tenacity, a timeless ebb and flow,
recedes and drowns me in pain
but ultimately, I will avail, no matter how slow,
like the gradual breaking of the rain.
I will fight this battle day after day,
and never empower the darkness to lead me astray.
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Kit Kat

RivERS DiviDED

The mountain is high,  
The River is wide.  
Our society can’t decide,  
Do we love our neighbor,  
Or fight the nation? 
Religion says one,  
Our hearts, the other  
But which will win this battle with in us!  
Do we choose our Higher power to gain entrance to  
Heaven,  
OR choose the devil and wage war against  
Another. 
The government is beyond 
Divided  
The president can’t get US  
united  
All the revelations are  
Undeniable  
The battles been lost before it truly started  
Our free will has been divided,  
With this said my hearts convoluted the  
end! 
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Wildtire

i MET A GUY

I met a guy;
 who let his girl take the rap for that Subaru, who left his parent’s 
ashes in a car that got impounded and never went back for them, who slept 
for three weeks, who I wish was still sleeping, who said he wasn’t guilty, 
who actually wasn’t guilty, who prays for death, who thanks God he’s here, 
who thinks God is mad at him, who thinks I want to give him a shot of 
coffee, who cuts his own hair, who should NEVER cut hair!, who is too old 
for this sh*t! Who likes to write, but can’t spell, who’ll never see his parents 
again, who has never met his kid, who is gonna get his girl off dope, who 
thinks she’s waiting, who came back one week later, who came back ten 
hours later, who’ll never be back, who’s girl should really stop answering 
the phone, who needs two soups ‘till Tuesday, who is watching “Twister”...
 Again ... who is a ‘gangsta’ but is looking for the second “Harry Potter”  
whose demon comes in a bottle, Whose comes in a bag, who’s gonna put 
money on my books, who said they’d write, who thinks I want to hear 
about their case, who will go to church as soon as they get out, who is get-
ting a “Biggie” on Friday, who blames NASA for their problems, who is a 
friend, who I hope to run into out here, who better HOPE I don’t run into 
them out there, who’s been to prison, who’s scared to go to prison, who 
needs phone time, who is not an addict, who’s not a criminal, who’s not 
gay, who’s not a sex offender, who needs a signature, who’ll stay sober this 
time, who wants to be my cellie, who’s been my cellie, who got fired for 
eating cookies, who thinks we want to hear him sing, who thinks I want to 
talk while I’m reading, who thinks I care, who thinks I’m here to entertain 
them, and who understands...I met a guy.
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What if we stopped drinking? 
     What if there’s no yelling? 
What if we never met? 
     What if we never kissed? 
What if I never Held you? 
     What if we never see each other again? 
What if we never said I Love You? 
      What if our Love was stronger? 
What if we both Die Tomorrow? 
     What if we Communicated Better? 
What if we could forgive and move forward? 
     What if He was still Alive? 
What if we were Husband and Wife? 
     What if I told you I can’t go on Living without you in my Life... 
WHAT IF??

Colorado Green

WHAT iF...

Jayy.Foxy

i WASN’'T BiTTER

I miss you and I hope you’re doing okay, you have been on my mind a lot 
lately 
So much I even dreamt about you a few times
At least I got to laugh with you in that moment dreamt. I woke up happy 
that morning but later that day I crept in with sadness and I don’t know 
why so sudden. It was sober feelings too, it felt real. I felt I was able to man-
age. I wasn’t bitter at you. I just wished you were okay. I even believed you 
were thinking about me and missed me just as much, even more. I wish 
I could have our “back in the day” conversations, even talk about the life 
lessons and preaches were worth it. I miss my best friend, I love you DAD. 
You’re my starting to affect me again. Even at 26. You used to tell me, “keep 
fighting” so I’ll keep fighting. I’ll keep fighting when “you done bad my 
girl.” I’m doing bad, you used to tell me if you give up then I give up. Well 
I’m not giving up. 
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HEYOKA

HEYOKA

Gaia sees me. HEYOKA. 
She hears me. HEYOKA. 
She names me. HEYOKA. 
What is this HEYOKA? 
She is a woman in a man ...
He is a man within a woman ... CONFUSION 
TRANS-FUSION. 
Androgynous HEYOKA. 
Clown of spirits .. performing her 
message to the tribe. HEYOKA 
Where are you? Who are you? 
An adversary, an alli. Are you afraid 
of HEYOKA? I am an empath. I am a  
mirror. Through me I see you, through you 
I see myself. HEYOKA.

Amatuer

UNTiTLED

“Until we are The Setting of The Same, 

We are nothing but Of Winds & Faint Echoes.”
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Heather Joy aka Dimples

WHEN i CLOSE MY EYES

When I close my eyes I dream of things I hope to be
When I close my eyes I see the man of my dreams 
He is beautiful inside n out, smart can teach me many things 
I dream of the future n what I hope to last  
I also dream of the past, laughing, weeping, then silence
When I close my eyes whether I’m dreaming or not I see my children 
There’s angels surrounding them, they are  
So beautiful, n perfect in every way,  
“We love you mommy” “It’s ok” they say.  
Sometimes I dream of hugging them no
Wanting to let go, telling my daughter she’s beautiful, 
So smart n talented, she’s n artist you see.  
I tell her she’s forever my angel!  
I turn to my son, “my baby boy!”
God you’re so handsome, son, you stay on a straight  
Path n be that man of God, take care of
Your baby sister like I know you will,  
N never forget the Lord is your father, stay  
Close to him n everything will be ok, He is the Way 
Someday my loves I’ll hold you in my arms  
Again n tell you mammas here to stay.  
When I close my eyes I see heaven.
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Plant Pastor

GREY MATTER

I can not Love you, but your touch makes me smile, and I feel the need to 
protect you. And I’m more productive when you are present and I con-
stantly want to find ways to thank you for that, I can’t seem to get close 
enough to you, something in me hurts when you are not around, but I 
don’t know what; can you tell me. Please.

Shirely G.

WHAT i SHOULD’vE SAiD

 All my life I have always had the motto, “the day I die, will be the 
best day of my life.” I would say that because I hated life, I wished I were 
dead or even better, never existed. 
 Over the years I’ve done risky things that I probably shouldn’t have. 
I’ve tried to commit suicide too many times. The last time was quite recent-
ly. 
 Then just today I heard a letter someone wrote about the day he 
dies. How everything that made our life so busy, wouldn’t matter. And how 
to savor every minute, every day. 
 All of a sudden, I realized, what I should have said was, “the day I 
die will be the best day of my life.” Same line – different meaning. Not that 
I hated life anymore, but now it would be about where I was going. 
 Yes, my children and some others will still miss me, but for them 
the feelings will be different too. 
 I made a pact with myself to let them truly know how much I love 
them each and every day. That I’d enjoy sunrises and sunsets. And that I 
would take that step to actually love life. 
 So yes, the day I die will be the best day of my life. 
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Dakota S.

DEAR DEATH

Dear death, 
 I’m sick of you always taking people we love the most. You grab 
them from us like it isn’t a problem taking people day by day. You take 
the one leaves the bad ones that make the world poison. Why? That’s my 
question but then again I found out questions really aren’t your friend. You 
toss aside everything. Is it because you lost everything I know. You were 
covered in skin able to cry maybe you lost a friend is this why you took 
mine or an uncle and after you were torn your heart stop beating so you 
lost your arteries and veins you lost your feeling so no need for nerves. You 
put on a cloak covering your skeleton from horror. You have a weapon to 
protect you because darkness was your only war you bleed no more and 
why bother to love because you feel nothing anymore so you balance the 
pain with blood in rain. You are the storm I will never ignore. 

Damien Drake

SiX WORD SCARY STORY

(Phone rings) 

  “Hello”

    “Hi, it’s Jasmine”
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Myra Mains

EATON RESERvOiR

I look out this picture window 
and I see mountains 
not just any mountains but ones 
every child in my family  
has come to know and love. 
Between the mountains where  
the house still sits 
and the one across from it 
a stream lies between. 
Each one of us has fished 
with every child we’ve each had 
brothers, sisters, husbands, wives 
nieces, nephews, cousins. 
With our parents, the little ones’
grandparents, we’ve told all our 
stories and created new ones. 
We’ve laughed and cried 
we shared God’s country with 
dogs, horses, elk, deer, coyotes 
beaver, moose and hummingbirds. 
This is my favorite window to look out 
because each of us have emblazed  
in our hearts, souls and memories. 
Thank you window, you’ll never know 
how special you are to us.
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Shadowscar

HOWLiNG TOGETHER

Bright snow, Pure white. 
under a lost moon. 
My own distant stalker. 
This time, something’s Different. 
I know it’s here,  
under these stars.  
Growling, now,  
Like Hunger. 
Crunch, Crunch, Crunch,  
Paws Pause, ears up.  
Head High. Close. 
I am an Artist. 
Circling, turning my object. 
Perfect. 
Leaping, jaws close, 
A single snap. 
A Natural  
Snow Painted Red.
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Andrew W.

MONSTERS ENTERiNG THiS HOME

Plant Pastor

“ME”

Go away leave me alone got these monsters entering 
This home. Go away leave me alone. This  
Menacing Evil Taking Health, this sh*t they 
call sh*t that you smoke through a d**k what’s 
wrong with it. Lost everything gone my house my  
home. Wife and kids they gone. Look in the mirror  
Been up for days and days I change in so many ways 
Withered up like a flower. Don’t know if the Suns coming  
up or going down how did this All happen I wonder
How? It melted every holy thing in my life all 
From the monsters entering this home go away 
Leave me alone go away leave me alone how 
Did these monsters enter this heart just one 
Hit that’s how it stars but not its all gone 
And I’m left sucked up skinny and alone should  
Have never let these monster enter this home

Go away leave me Alone!

“Because I’m not like you” is the last thing 
I said to my brother 
who kept calling day 1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 
and I didn’t answer 
you see...
I didn’t care too much for him. 
for anyone who didn’t fit in 
MY DAILY LIFE at my desk at 2 am 
with a letter (in my back pocket) I meant to open
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“I know you and I know you hate bad news.”
What the f**k you know? 
about me? 
you knew me a brief time  
quarter - century - ago 
you know NOTHING! Nothing about me 
the letter said my mother had died 
my mother? HIS mother, but she did raise me (from a baby) 
read. 
it was no easy task ... Excuses ... Excuses...
Days melt away 
the day to bury my mother 
her celebration of  
LIFE EVENT 
grew closer, and closer, as calls from Michigan grew more and more fre-
quent 
“Have you booked your flight?”
“Where are you going to stay?”
“Will you rent a car?”
you see...
I come from a large family, a lot of them have died. 
I’ve only attended one celebration of life event and burial  
my Grandfather 
and I was ten. 
since then, I’ve not attended any funerals 
not my brother, not my sister, my stepmom or dad 
aunts, uncles, cousins, or friends 
“Because I’m not like you” is the last thing I said 
to my brother.

“ME” (CONT'D)
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Cowboy

UNTiTLED

Consider the hands that 
write this letter, not just 
helping to express the written word

not just calloused from hard 
work 

not just on the ends of arms 
that hugged them

but also the hands that held 
my children

consider the hands that write 
this letter

consider our father’s hand in 
Heaven, the one’s that hold his 
children. 

Consider the hands, my hands 
better known as Dad’s Hands.

Aaron W.

CONTROL

“Hi, Control, what do you want?”

“Everything.”
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Gemini L.

DEPRESSiON

Depression smells like a dumpster; full of smelly, nasty trash, waiting to be
 thrown into the fire.  

Depression tastes like the bitter-sweet tea with no sugar. 

Depression feels like the water pouring on your body; washing away the 
happiness.  

Depression feels like a stone that had fallen on your chest to where you can 
no longer breathe. 

Depression is black, as the darkness that fallen over you in the night sky 
with only the moon to lead you out of the never-ending depression.

It was my security, my comfort, 
I could stand behind it for protection 
Hold it close for comfort. If I was scared 
or cold it would wrap me up. It was 
always there my companion, it could be  
my shelter a little tent, 
If things were happening I could 
hide and cover my self. If I needed 
a soft touch I would hold it to my face 
rub it lightly and smell it. It could 
be my friend, it gave me powers as my  
cape. I could Fly and go places. I went to  
sleep holding my blanket, I woke up, they  
had taken it, from then on “exposed” vulnerable 
cold cruel world was brought to light.

g man

MY BLANKY
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Wildtire

(DiS)HONESTLY

I am
consumed by
thoughts of you

Do you
know that
know me
wish you did
glad you don’t
  (Because I love you)
I could
complicate you
ruin credit
give you
a complex 
make you
hate yourself
hate me

I am
bad investment 
I have
a past
that I 
won’t share
with you
  (Because I love you)
I don’t
want you
to know
the things
I hate
about me

I will
keep parts
of me
a secret
from you
  (Because I love you)
I regret 
not knowing
you before
my heart
turned black
this plague

I have
what’s left
to give
to you
damaged goods
  (And I love you)
I fear
not enough
to make
you want
to stay

I will
not share
these thoughts
tell lies
so you 
won’ t leave
  (Because I love you)
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L.A.

DON’T BLiNK

Sometimes life can happen in the blink of an eye, right or wrong, one 
blink is all it takes. No time to wonder who blinked or why, it’s just gone as 
simple and harsh as may be! My blink happened, but I’m still here, with life 
slowly slipping away out of my grasp of my old reality and into a hard dark 
shell, as I prepare for the longest bumpiest road I will ever know! My new 
reality awaits me, hanging above my head like a big knife that can cut my 
extension cord, and take all my spontaneous spark of life away, this sharp 
knife is the judge, with his heavy gavel of distress. This blink of an eye can 
break me or make me at this point! I thought these blinks of an eye were 
quick and painless. Wrong, in this case my heart is full of nothing but pain. 
Having such an extraordinarily big heart all my life, for it to ache like this 
drains my emotionally spontaneous spirit. Feeling so empty and alone, in 
the blink of an eye,  my soul died.
HEYOKA

AWAKEN

This feeling, my seeing
A form of breathing
So organic, my heart is beating
For you. Your name. Sighing as I remember 
your touch. Warmth against my skin.
Trying to see you as you were 
before you left this Earth.
Expand, contract. The weight on my 
chest. It’s hard breath when I can’t see.
Why did you leave me.
Your eyes, your heart, your voice
Like a thunder
A bolt to the Earth.
I wish it was as easy for you to
come back to me as this lightning that awakens
me
I wish I could wake you
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Young Shady

WHY

I feel like fire is going  
through My veins when I get  
enraged, why do I do this, why  
can’t feel what I want to, why  
do I always go straight to anger. 
Do I have something to if not  
then what. Therapy has been all I  
know, cold-hearted people telling  
me what I should feel or what I  
need to feel. Why, Why, Why. 

LW

LONE WOLF

Lurking around the corner, head bowed low,
oblivion is seized by darkness, no
nightingale dares sing at nightfall,
embittered by wails from the lone wolf.
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abe

SHADE

When I remember back when I was a child
Playing under the tree in my back yard.
That tree was my best friend, my protector,
It kept me hidden from my arch enemy.
It watched over me as I played with my G.I. Joe’s 
As we went to war with the grey armies of the world or when I was racing 
my hot wheels at LaMonzs.
That tree gave me shade.
As I grew, it grew too.
It kept me cool on the hot summer’s days
As I worked on my first car.
It watched over us as we kiss under his shade before meeting Mom and 
Dad for the first time.
As I grew older, he grew older too.
When I returned as a man with my children, I told them stories of when 
I was a child, how this old tree was my friend and protector, I watch them 
play under my old friend as he gave us shade. 
As I grew, he grew older too.
When I returned as an older man, he was gone.
In the years I was gone he had died.
My shade was gone.
There was a much younger tree in his place
I hope my grandchildren can play under this 
Youngster and enjoy its shade as they grow. 
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Special K

MUSEUM NiGHT

 Thunder claps and lightning strikes the dark rainy sky. Inside the 
museum, one late fall evening, Zoe stands transfixed by a painting on the 
wall. There are many paintings to see up and down the wall that she could 
be looking at, however, the last 20 minutes or so one painting has held her 
attention.
 It is a very detailed painting of an old mansion, like the one you 
would see in Europe. The details of the painting were extensive. If the 
painting hadn’t been around for over a hundred years one would have 
thought it was a picture, not a painting. The mansion appears to have four 
floors, with eight windows on the top three floors and six windows on the 
bottom. Three windows are on each side of double doors in the center.
 The details of the painting were not the reason for capturing Zoe’s 
attention for so long. What had her attention was one of the windows on 
the top floor. Zoe could swear that the light was flickering.
 “How could a light flicker?” Zoe thought to herself, “it is a paint-
ing.” She had been to this museum a hundred times and looked at this 
painting but couldn’t remember if the windows had a glow to them. Maybe 
she just needed her glasses, or the lightning outside and the fact that she 
was alone was making her see and imagine weird things. It didn’t help that 
it was Friday the 13th of October, although Zoe was never the superstitious 
type.
 As Zoe reaches into her purse for her glasses there was a bright 
flash of light followed by a loud clap of thunder that made the hair on her 
arm stand up. After putting her glasses on, Zoe freezes when she looks at 
the painting and realizes the light was now in a window on a different floor. 
If that wasn’t weird enough, as Zoe looks closer she sees a person in the 
window. 
 “How can that be real?” she thinks. As she steps closer for a better 
look, her heart races and thumps as though it would jump out her throat. 
Another flash of light and loud clap of thunder makes Zoe about jump out 
of her skin. As she jumps she feels a slight tingle and then the lights go off 
in the museum.
“Great”, she thinks, “no power.” Thankfully, she has a flash light on her keys 
for emergencies like this. Zoe clicks on her flash light and gasps at what she 
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sees. She is no longer standing in the museum. She appears to be in an old 
Victorian-style building. As she looks out the window in front of her she 
sees a giant person walking away.
 The person is, her in the museum and Zoe is now stuck in the 
painting!
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JHD

THE UNKNOWN CAT

 I named her Shadow. She was a lost black cat. She settled into our 
barn with all of the horses. She was very affectionate and had obviously 
been loved by someone before. I would walk the long trail from our house 
to visit and feed her everyday. She was quite content and the horses were 
very kind to her. 
 She lived in the barn for a number of years. I grew to love her and 
she grew to love me as well. 
 One day when I came home from school, I found her lifeless body 
on the side of the road. I immediately ran to her but it was too late. I cried 
all the way back home. 
 I grabbed an old shoebox to bury her in. I found a shovel and 
proceeded to dig a grave behind her beloved barn. I made a cross out of 
broken branches and said a prayer for her. I was sobbing the entire time. I 
was heartbroken. 
 As I walked to our house, I looked over at our barn. She always sat 
at the entrance protecting the horses. 
 Lo and behold, she was sitting there! I have always believed in re-
incarnation but I was surprised that it happened so quickly! I realized then 
that I had buried someone else’s black cat.
 The tears subsided and I rushed over to her. I picked her up in my 
arms and vowed to cherish her the rest of our lives. 
 As I walked back home on our long trail, I repeated the prayer I 
had said to the unknown cat. I am comforted to know that, he or she, had 
a proper and sincere funeral complete with real tears and honored with a 
cross. 
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abe

A LETTER TO MY DAUGHTERS

As you seek the perfect man, your perfect match, well I tell you this, you 
will spend a lifetime looking for him, he is not out there, we are not per-
fect. You’re destined to meet the man for you. You will know when you 
meet him, at the touch of his hand it takes your breath away, or when he 
looks into your eyes it becomes hard to breathe. The man for my daugh-
ters, may have some special talent, he may be a celebrity or rich, a prince, 
or just a man with faith. He will be a good man, one who will rise up when 
life knocks him down, who will ask heaven for the strength to stand in the 
storm and face his fears. He will have the courage to love with all his heart, 
he will give his all to protect,he will give up his life for love in his heart. 
You won’t have to ask, he will not say, his love for you is unspoken. When a 
man loves a woman, the need to live, to protect, to share his life makes him 
whole. He will give you strength and courage to be fearless, his faith and 
love for you will be unbroken. What more can you ask for.

Love, Dad
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Kit Kat

ANGEL

You’ve got the heart, you’ve got the soul. You’ve got the looks of an Angel. 
You’ve got the mind so lost in time  
You’re the Angel that’s all mine!  
This is beyond my control, it’s my heart that you stole, I just want you to 
know you’re my sweet Angel! 
This path that we’re on I hope that somewhere in time our hearts inter-
twine, my dear sweet Angel! Your love is my anchor, your voice carries the 
message. I’ll follow you to Heaven, as long as you promise you’ll always be 
my dear Sweet Angel! 
You got my heart, I give you my soul all because you have the looks of an 
Angel!

Chanel

UNTiTLED

Never give up Never give up 
Never give up Never give up 
They might shoot you down 
but you gotta get up, 
gotta get up, gotta get up, 
gotta get up. Run run run 
run from the bullsh*t in 
your life. Never give up. Fight  
the fight. 
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Noah H.

UNTiTLED

I love me, everything  
about myself no doubt about it. 
I know everything about myself  
all of my perfect imperfections.  
When I am down I am able to  
turn to myself and know that I  
will always love myself. 

Nessa

UNTiTLED

Roses are Red 
Violets are blue  
they are cute not like you.

Easton Z.

MUSiC

Music to my ears is her voice. The soft subtle tone when she first wakes up 
in the morning to the simple ease when she’s telling me goodnight. no mat-
ter how old something gets if it were up to me I’d play that song on replay 
for the rest of my life. 
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Easton Z and Mag

ROSES ARE RED

Roses are red,  
Violets are blue, 
I think I’m starting, 
to really like you. 

Roses are red, 
Violets are blue, 
My heart melts 

Over the thought  
Of you.

Roses are red,  
Violets are blue, 
My day brightens up, 
At even the thought of you.  

Roses are red,  
Violets are blue, 

You keep me going, 
Even with a smile or two. 

Cowboy

UNTiTLED

I love you like misfortune 
loves the empty pocket of a  
gambling addict 

I love that misfortune  
leaves us broke and lonely  
together 

having only to rely on  
each other 
I love misfortune -
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Gemini L.

REvERSED POEM

My life is horrible  
I won’t believe that  
Things will get better 
Life isn’t simple but
It keeps going on
Wishing that racism and discrimination would go away but  
It doesn’t  
People say that “actions define people.”

Now read it from the bottom up

Kit Kat

ONCE AGAiN

Once again, I’ve lost control, once again, I’m behind these doors and my 
heart aches as it sits here and breaks. I thought you had me – that’s what 
you told me. I’m such a dummy to let you even control me, well guess 
what, you can back the F**k up and get out of my truck. I’m takin back 
what I gave up,. You’re on your own hun, I’m back in control, you don’t 
know how to love without conditions. But it’s always one sided so to hell 
with it! I’m running away from it, I don’t care. How much you want it I 
deserve some happiness so I’m gonna go find my BLISS. 
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Special K

BEST TiME OF MY LiFE

 I remember when looking at you and thinking I couldn’t wait to be 
like you.  
 I remember when I thought being your age would be the best time 
of my life.  
 I remember when I thought that no one told you what to do. Or 
where to go. I knew for sure that you got to have all the fun.
 I remember when I thought my sister and I had all the hard work. 
After all, we had the chores of keeping the house cleaned up of all of our 
toys and stuff, keeping our rooms picked up and beds made. If asked we 
might have a few dishes to clean or walk the dog.  
 Oh!  
 Let’s not forget the job of going to school five days a week, most of 
the year. What hard work that was! Spending all day with our friends in 
the classroom, learning and doing projects.  Not to mention the outdoor 
recreation where we walked around or bounced a ball around in one game 
or another. 
 I remember after school while my sister and I lounged around 
watching television or talking on the phone with our friends. You guys 
would prepare dinner and help us with our homework.  
 I remember when you would tell us that being your age wasn’t 
much fun and to enjoy being a kid- I would laugh. I thought for sure you 
had it wrong.  
 I remember when you were always there for us no matter what. 
Now I am your age you were then and remember when I was younger – 
those days were the best times of my life. 
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Shadowscar

LEvEL UP

I hope you’ve been paying attention  
To this game we’ve played together 
Though Now I’m leaving 
What’s been said here will last forever 
Giving rise the secret of lies 
A Delusional love of fear 
That rare solace of darkness dwelt. 
Like a single sharp claw 
Trailing down your spine 
No longer forbidden, No longer Hiding 
Tricksters, Deceivers, Closers, Here 
Key makers, SoulKeepers, Dreamweavers, All 
A living resurgence of something Primal 
A beautiful Parasite 
Pulling out your Heartstrings
Every Evolving. Never forgotten 
There’s Nothing left to write Here

Rafael L.

UNTiTLED

Telephone unplugged, Blown television, no sign for media,
humans make me nervous. I Become the plug, Cordless,
I pull up with Blazers. Portland
my writing may sound like verses
my mama smile made me certain,
Everyday it gets worse, im hurtin
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Colorado Green

BOY NAMED LOU

He grew up fast, he grew up Mad This Boy name Lou was always so sad. He 
has few friends even more dough. He’s not sure about what’s right, should 
I stay and fight or turn away again HE has been BUllied for 10 years He’s 
hoping God will set this right Before he lays down this night he prays and 
ask God to help him set this right Cause The Boy name Lou knows in his 
heart this isn’t Right. Come the next day 10:05 am down the main hall on 
the right, stood the Bully that Lou would now fight it took Just 5 hits to put 
a end to a 10 year fight... Life could have been easier for a Boy Name Lou if 
he would have just stood up to the fight...

Dakota S.

P.O.W.E.R

P.oison under rotting skin  

O.ver or under my right hand  

W.hen or Where can I be

E.ven though I’m nothing anyone can see 

R.eally anyone can see that I’m not a super hero and I never will be
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Yoshi

UNTiTLED

I’ve known you for a long time 
But only for a year have you been mine 
But from day one I already knew 
I’d give up anything just to hold you 
As I stare into the ocean of your eyes 
The deep sapphire that leaves me hypnotized 
It makes me understand the saying 
Heaven on Earth 
I give you all I am, but it is only a fraction of your worth 
You make the wolf in me howl.  
Only my queen will I ever bow 
Let me be the gargoyle of your heart 
It guard you through it all 
No matter how dark.

Plant Pastor

DiSCOMFORT ZONE

Consider the hands that write this letter.

I noticed the stubby pencil I’m forced to use, and how I have to manipulate 
this tool, and I tap with my Left to create a rhythm to make my thoughts 
flow. Now I’m thinking about my hands not what I’m writing.

I can’t relate writing to anything else, I do it like asking me to analyze to a 
common task I perform, what am I thinking I’m writing, you’ve knocked 
me off my square.

What I didn’t even catch the last part of that I’m way off balanced maybe 
I’m not a writer, what is this grey area inside the black and white hack!
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LW

AN iNCONSOLABLE HEART

November 20, 2017
“Hello, you’ve reached Sydney.  Sorry I couldn’t get to the phone right now.  
Please leave a message and I’ll get back to you as soon as I can.”
 “Sydney, it’s me, John.  I just heard.  I just found out.  How could 
you let me find out like this?  Why wouldn’t you have told me yourself?  
Why wasn’t there something I could’ve done for you?  All I want is to talk 
to you, to talk to you one more time, to hear you say my name one more 
time.  Why is that so much to ask for?  Why is that too much to ask for?  
Was it something that I said or something that I did?  What did I do to 
deserve this?  It hasn’t even been a day and I miss you more than you could 
ever imagine.  What am I ever gonna do without you?  You know me…I’m 
already feeling so lost…so alone…will I ever get to see the light at the end 
of the tunnel again?  All I see is the darkness and I’m so scared…I’m so 
scared…Sydney, I’m so scared…
 “Remember the time we went camping?  You didn’t want to go.  You 
told me that you would hate it and I begged and begged until you finally 
said, “Yes.”  We had to drive for hours just to get there and when we fi-
nally got there, we had to stomp around trying to find firewood before it 
got dark.  You were so upset with me then, you were ready to pack up and 
leave.  But after you got done being upset, don’t you remember how beauti-
ful that night was?  Not a cloud in the sky, the stars sparkling way up in the 
night sky, and the trees gently swaying in the cool night, and the peaceful 
sound of the firewood popping and crackling.  We strung up my ham-
mock and laid in it for hours talking.  We just talked and talked and that 
was when I knew I was in love with you.  After that night, I knew without a 
doubt in my mind that I had fallen in love with you.  But I didn’t just fall in 
love with you; I was shoved and got smacked right in the face.  From then 
on out, every single day that we spent together, I just fell more and more in 
love with you.  I thought that you felt the same way.  So why?  Why did you 
leave me?  What did I do?  What didn’t I do?
 “You broke my heart Sydney.  I didn’t ever see this coming.  I still 
have such a hard time believing this happened.  We were so in love, at least 
I thought we were.  That’s how I felt and I thought you felt the same way.  I 
honestly don’t know what to do anymore, I don’t know what to say, I don’t
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know how to act, I don’t know how to feel.  All I know is that I’m not ready 
to say goodbye.  I’m just not ready.”

November 21, 2017
“Hello, you’ve reached Sydney.  Sorry I couldn’t get to the phone right now.  
Please leave a message and I’ll get back to you as soon as I can.”
         “Sydney, it’s John again.  I couldn’t go into work today, they needed 
me just for today, but I couldn’t do it, I just couldn’t.  I feel so tired.  Weak.  
I don’t have the strength for anything anymore.  All I can do is think about 
you.  My heart is broken, shattered, and I’m in so much pain.  It’s like you 
ripped my heart out and crushed it in your hands.  You left me and I still 
don’t know what to do.  I’m so lost, confused, shattered, crushed.  I’m weak, 
pathetic, and scared.  I can’t bring myself to say goodbye to you.  We were 
together for so long, it felt like it was my entire life.  How do I let go of 
someone that I loved so much?  I don’t think I truly understood happiness 
until I met you, and now you’ve left me.  You should see me right now.  I’m 
a mess.  I’m a giant mess.
 “It’s been two days.  Two unbearably long and awful days.  I’ve had 
two days to think but I’m still so confused.  I think that as time is pass-
ing, I’m just getting more and more confused.  I still don’t know why you 
would leave me.  Why would you throw away all our happy memories?  
How could I not have seen this coming?  Shouldn’t there have been some 
signs?  Or did I just miss all of them?  Was I just too blinded by love?  I 
thought that we were two peas in a pod, that we were puzzle pieces that fit 
right next to each other.  Weren’t we meant to be?  Weren’t we perfect for 
each other?  I thought that I knew you just as well as you knew yourself.  
I thought that we were more like one person.  That’s what everyone said 
about us.  They never saw me without you by my side.  But I guess that our 
love was completely in my head.  I guess I dreamt it all up.  I’m so broken 
I don’t even know what to say.  Does what I have to say even matter?  It’s 
not like you’re going to pick up, it’s not like you’ll ever call me back.  I’m so 
tired Sydney.  I love you so much.”

November 22, 2017
“Hello, you’ve reached Sydney.  Sorry I can’t make it to the phone right now.  
Please leave a message and I’ll get back to you as soon as I can.”
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 “Will came and saw me today.  I guess he heard about what hap-
pened.  I guess that everyone has heard about what’s happened.  I don’t 
want their pity.  I don’t want their condolences.  I don’t care that every-
one can see how much of a mess I am.  I don’t care that they can see how 
disheveled and unkempt I am.  None of that matters cause all I want is you.  
They see how much of a mess I am.  They see how disheveled and unkempt 
I am.  What they don’t see is what I’m like on the inside.  They can’t see 
how lost I feel without you.  They can’t see how broken I am without you 
holding me together.  I’m not just broken.  I’m shattered, shattered beyond 
repair.  Nobody could ever put me back together, and even if they could, I 
wouldn’t want them to.  Even when you repair something broken, you can 
still see the place where it was put back together.  So why should I even 
bother trying?  Why should I hide behind scars that I know will never 
heal?  I’m just so tired Sydney.  I’m just so tired.
 “The only time that I get to see you now is in my dreams, and now 
that’s all I look forward to at the end of every day.  I look forward to fall-
ing asleep and dreaming just so I can see you.  Every night, I can see how 
beautiful you are.  I can see that perfect smile of yours.  I can see your mes-
merizing green-gold eyes.  I can hear your soothing voice and your joyful 
laugh.  I miss having you to help me along the way no matter where I went 
or what I did.  I miss having you in my arms, knowing that I was yours and 
you were mine.  You were the light of my life.  Wait, no.  I don’t know why I 
said that, you are the light of my life.
         “Do you remember our days on the lake?  Spending hours upon 
hours there.  Do you remember the glistening water, shimmering as it 
slowly lapped against our feet?  The refreshing breeze cooling our skin as 
we sat under the radiant sun?  Do you remember all the smiles and laughs 
we shared there?  At the end of the day, it didn’t matter what we were 
doing, all that mattered was that we were together.  I can’t get over how 
beautiful you were, how beautiful you are.  We spent countless days out 
there with the sand underneath us, the water surrounding us, and the trees 
and grass embracing us.  We sat there with our feet dipping in water and 
our bodies basking in the sun.  Where did that go?  Where did that happi-
ness go?  Where did that love go?  I miss that feeling so much.  I miss you 
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so much.  Why can’t you just come back to me?”
November 23, 2017

“Hello, you’ve reached Sydney.  Sorry I couldn’t get to the phone right now.  
Please leave a message and I’ll get back to you as soon as I can.”
         “It’s Thanksgiving today Sydney.  You left me right before Thanks-
giving.  I don’t have anything to be thankful for anymore.  You were my 
entire life.  You were all I was thankful for.  I’m nothing without you Syd-
ney.  I’m no one without you.  You were the one that showed me the way.  
You were the one who helped show me who I was.  Who I could be.  Who I 
wanted to be.  You left me and robbed me of everything that was shown to 
me.  So what is there for me to be thankful for?
 “Should I be thankful for the time that we had together?  That’s 
what they say, isn’t it?  To be thankful to at least have had that love, even if 
only for a short period of time?  But why should I be thankful for that?  All 
I feel now is pain.  That’s the only thing you left with me.  Now any memo-
ry I have of you will be forever clouded by pain.  You abandoned me.  You 
betrayed me.  You hurt me more than you could ever imagine, but maybe 
you could picture how much this would hurt me, maybe that’s why you did 
it.  So what do I have to be thankful for?  You left me and that was selfish 
of you.  How you left me was selfish of you.  I knew that we wouldn’t be 
together forever, but I thought that we would have more time.  You know 
how much I love you.  You know how much I care.  So where do I come in?  
Where do my feelings come in?  What about my thoughts?  Why is it that 
you completely ignored what I want?  Didn’t I always consider what you 
wanted?
 “Do you remember our two year anniversary?  We went up to my 
grandpa’s cabin and stayed a night.  I cooked your favorite dinner.  Grilled 
chicken alfredo with pesto breadsticks.  Do you remember how happy and 
excited you were?  We sat out on the porch and had a candlelit dinner like 
they have in the movies.  After dinner, we started a campfire and sat next to 
it for hours and hours.  We had s’mores with caramel chocolate and drank 
the peppermint hot cocoa that you love so much.  We just sat there, talked, 
and stared at the stars, enjoying each others’ company.  We kept adding 
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firewood until we ran out and watched the fire slowly die out, the ashes 
settle down, and the embers cool off.  We watched the stars slowly float 
through the dark black night sky and the moon rise higher and higher.  We 
sat out there so long that we saw the moon slowly drift back down.  Back 
then, there was nothing that could’ve gotten between us, so what hap-
pened?  What go between us?  Who got between us?
 “We spent countless perfect days and nights together.  You’re my 
whole world and I would give up my life for you.  So why did you leave me?  
Why did you leave me all alone?  For me, life without you is like a seed 
without water, a man without air, a fire without fuel.  You were the other 
half of me and you can’t make up a whole of something when half of it is 
gone.”

November 24, 2017
“Hello, you’ve reached Sydney.  Sorry I couldn’t get to the phone right now.  
Please leave a message and I’ll get back to you as soon as I can.”
         “Sydney, they buried you today.  They buried you and I couldn’t 
go.  I just couldn’t.  Sydney, I promise that it’s not because I don’t love you.  
I hope you know that, I hope you know that I love you and that I always 
will.  I’m sorry I wasn’t strong enough to be there for you today.  I’m sorry I 
wasn’t strong enough to see you.  I’m sorry I wasn’t brave enough or coura-
geous enough.  They told me that you shot yourself.  That you shot yourself 
in the head.  I just didn’t want to see you like that.  I couldn’t.  I’m so sorry 
Sydney.
 “They told me that it was quick for you at least.  They said you 
wouldn’t have felt much pain.  I guess I should be grateful for that.  I’m glad 
that you could leave quickly and without pain.  I’m glad about that but now 
all you’ve left me with is pain.  It’s me that has to suffer.  It’s me that has to 
live through all the agony and the bitterness.  I’m in so much pain because 
of you but I still love you so much.  I’ll always be in so much pain because 
I’ll never stop loving you.  I still don’t know why you did it.  I still don’t 
know why you didn’t ask me for help.  Why?  Why didn’t you ask me for 
help?  Why didn’t you at least say goodbye?  Why wouldn’t you have left a 
note?  Couldn’t you have at least done that for me?
         “Nowadays, all I want to do is sleep.  When I sleep, I can see you 
again.  I can talk to you again.  In my dreams, I can still grow to love you 
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more and more each day.  You’ve left me but you’ll never leave my heart.  
Sydney, I’ll carry you in my heart forever.  I’ll never stop loving you.  I 
didn’t go to your funeral today, but that also means I didn’t say goodbye. 

Why should I say goodbye if you’ll be in my heart every single day until I 
die, and when it is finally my turn to leave, I know that I’ll see you again.  
Do you remember what you used to always say to me?  That saying you 
loved repeating? ‘Life is really simple, but men insist on making it com-
plicated.’  I know that one day, I’ll see you again.  There are no ifs, ands, or 
buts about it.  So I won’t say goodbye because I will see you every day.  I’ll 
see you in my heart and in my mind.  There’s nothing complicated about it.  
I love you Sydney.  Always and forever.”

November 25, 2017
“The number you have dialed is not a working number…please check the 
number and dial again…The number you have dialed…”
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Seuero L Jr. 

PEPiTO AND THE THREE BEANS

 Once upon a time, “In a little Barrio,” outside a little town in Mex-
ico, there lived a little family! The father Papi Chulo, the mother Lolita la 
Bonita.  Pepito El Niñito.  And Tito El Burrito.
 One day Papi Chulo and Lolita la Bonita were talking of going to 
town to buy a bag of Frijoles, which are pinto beans in Spanish.  The prob-
lem was that there was so much work to do, that Papi Chulo or Lolita la 
Bonita could not take the time to go to town.  So Papi Chulo said to Lolita 
la Bonita, “I have but three centavos,” which is three pennies, “and we must 
have a bag of beans to eat.”
 “Let us send Pepito to town to buy us a bag of beans!”  Lolita La Bo-
nita was so afraid because Pepito El Niñito was still just a small child and 
also her little baby.  At five years old, he was yet to become a responsible 
child.  So Papi Chulo thought that this would be perfect for him. 
So Papi Chulo called out to Pepito El Niñito,
 “Come here my son.”
 “¿Si, Papi Chulo?” “Yes how may I help?” Pepito said.
 “I want you to take these three centavos and go buy us a bag of 
beans at the story in town.  Remember Pepito, this is all the money we 
have, so you take Tito El Burrito and go at once.”
 “Si, Papi Chulo.  I will do as you wish.” said Pepito El Niñito.
 So he called out to his best friend in the whole world, “Tito!  Tito!  
Come here, Tito, for we must go to town at once.”
 “Ey aw. Ey aw!” said Tito El Burrito.  Tito was just a small burro in 
his time.
 Papi Chulo and Lolita La Bonita stood there and gave Pepito El Ni-
ñito the three pennies.  “Here they are, Pepito,” said Papa Chulo!  One, two, 
three he counted them and placed them in Pepito El Niñito’s hand.  “Now 
you take care of them and remember that this is all the money we have and 
if we don’t get this bag of beans, we will have nothing to eat.”
 “¡Si!” “Yes!” said Pepito El Niñito.  “I will do as you ask.”
 So off he went in his proud moment, he and Tito El Burrito EY 
AW! EY AW! as they laughed down the road.
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 After a short while of the hot sun and long walk, Pepito El Niñito 
told Tito El Burrito, “I’m a little tired and it is hot, Tito!  Why don’t we stop 
by this tree and rest in the shade for just a little while?”
 “EY AW! EY AW!” said Tito El Burrito as he nodded his head up 
and down.  So they laid down in the shade of the tree and soon they were 
both fast asleep.
 “Wake up, wake up, Little Boy!” Pepito El Niñito woke up startled 
because he had fallen asleep.
 “What time is it?” he asks the person who had awaken him.
 “Almost 5 P.M.!” said the voice.  Pepito El Niñito and Tito El Bur-
rito both looked up, and what did they see?  It was La Bruja Linda.  Now 
she was the witch of the town and all of the children were afraid of her.  
Pepito and Tito sat there holding each other because they were so afraid.
 “Where are you going?” said La Bruja Linda.
 “We are going to town to buy a bag of Pinto Beans so that we can 
have something to eat at home,” explained Pepito El Niñito.
 “EY AW!  EY AW!” said Tito El Burrito, trying to look brave.
 “The store closes at 5,” said La Bruja Linda, “and you will never 
make it in time.”
 “Oh no, what am I going to do?!” said Pepito El Niñito.  “I prom-
ised Papi Chulo that I would not let him down, and now I have done just 
that,” he said as he put his face in his hands and started to cry.
 “Don’t cry,” said La Bruja Linda.  “I will sell you some beans, how 
much money do you have?” asked La Bruja Linda.
 “All I have is 3 pennies for a bag of pinto beans!  That is all the 
money we have,” said Pepito El Niñito.
 “That is enough to buy these 3 magic beans,” said La Bruja Linda.
 “What do you mean?” asked Pepito El Niñito.  “With 3 pennies, I 
can buy a whole bag of Pinto Beans, and that will last us the whole week,” 
he said.
 “But these beans will make a whole pot of beans, and as long as you 
save 3 beans from every pot, you will never run out,” said La Bruja Linda.
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 “Oh Thank you!  Thank you,” said Pepito El Niñito.
 “EY AW!  EY AW!” said Tito El Burrito.  So Pepito gave La Bruja 
Linda the 3 pennies for the 3 magic beans and off they went hollering all 
the way home.
 “Hurray, hurray!” said Pepito El Niñito.
 “EY AW!  EY AW!” said Tito El Burrito. 

But at that same moment, Papi Chulo said to Lolita la Bonita,    
“What is taking Pepito so long?  He should have been back by now.”
 “Si,” “Yes,” said Lolita la Bonita.  “They have been gone too long and 
the pot of boiling water is ready to make the beans.
 “Look, Papi Chulo, here they come now!”  said Lolita la Bonita as 
they both stood there and looked down the road, as Pepito El Niñito and 
Tito El Burrito came walking up to them.
 “Where have you been, Pepito?” said Papi Chulo.  “Your mother 
Lolita la Bonita has been so worried about you both.”
 “We are so sorry, Papi Chulo,” said Pepito El Niñito.  “We were so 
tired that me and Tito El Burrito sat down to rest on the side of the road 
and fell asleep under a tree.  And when La Bruja Linda woke us up, it was 
too late to get to the store!”
 “La Bruja Linda?” said Lolita la Bonita.  “Were you not afraid of the 
witch?”
 “We were at first!” said Pepito El Niñito.
 “EY AW!  EY AW!”  said Tito El Burrito, nodding his head up and 
down!
 “So what are we to eat?” asked Papi Chulo. “Your mother Lolita la 
Bonita has had the water boiling to make the Beans.”
 “Do not worry, Papi Chulo, and you also Lolita la Bonita, because 
La Bruja Linda sold me some beans and here they are, Papi Chulo.  These 
are magic beans,” said Pepito El Niñito.
 “3 beans!” said Papi Chulo.  “What are we to do with just 3 beans, 
Pepito?”  Papi Chulo was so upset that he grabbed the 3 beans and threw 
them over his shoulder, and the beans landed in the pot of boiling water.
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 “We trusted you, Pepito, and you too, Tito!  Now we have nothing 
to eat,” said Papi Chulo.
 “Look!” said Lolita la Bonita.  “The whole pot is full of beans.”
 Amazed was Papi Chulo!  Amazed was Pepito El Niñito!  Even Tito 
El Burrito was shocked!
 “What is this?” asked Papi Chulo.
 “I told you they were magic beans!” said Pepito El Niñito.  “La 
Bruja Linda said to save 3 beans from every pot and we will have beans 
forever.” “Well,” said Lolita la Bonita, “are you still upset with Pepito 
for making a bad decision?”
 “No, no!” said Papi Chulo.  “He has made a great decision and we 
will never run out of frijoles for the rest of our lives.”
 “Hurray!  Hurray!” they all hollered.
 “EY AW!  EY AW!” said Tito El Burrito.
 And they all lived happily ever after.
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Mandible Dubz

A STRANGER iN A STRANGE PLACE

 With a sudden jolt, I’m awoken in the rudest manner.  Sitting up 
rubbing my sleep-crusted eyes, something unnerving hits me.  Slowly look-
ing to the left, hanging lazily from a yellowish tinted wall is a mix of unfa-
miliar items.  Posters, concert ticket stubs, drawings, at least a dozen hats 
and other mysterious items that I can’t tell are the first things that make me 
realize I’m not in my own home.  Gazing to the right, I lay my eyes upon 
an assortment of technology.  Leaning in closer, I make out the items to the 
best of my guessing abilities.  DJ Turntables, two giant speakers, a laptop, 
a tower, and a bunch of miscellaneous items, mostly including balancing 
beer cans, a weed pipe, vape pen, and an empty baggie of some sort.  De-
ciding to finally look down, the black furry blanket falls from my unknown 
body.  Basketball shorts, a white tank top, black ankle socks, I think to 
myself, “When did this become an outfit I wear to bed?”  The next thing 
I notice is a very Alien smell.  Weed, stale beer, and sweat soak into my 
nostrils, causing them to flare up.  Mustering enough courage to stand and 
investigate the foreign room, I take one step off the bed leading with my 
right foot.  “OUCH!”  Feeling a sharp stinging pain, I bend over angrily to 
see what I stepped on.  It’s a damn belt.  Looking closer, I see it’s not any or-
dinary belt.  It is an old leather belt with a full silver half-dollar belt buckle.  
Annoyed, I toss the belt aside, deciding to be more alert of my footing.  
Standing about five-feet-tall is a plastic shelf pale as a ghost.  Resting on 
each level is a different console, a PS4, Xbox 360, and two original Xboxes.  
Hiding next to the shelf is an antique wooden chest. Opening carefully is 
a gold mine of video games, DVDs, and CDs.  Deducting the possibilities 
of what I’ve woken up to, I come to the conclusion it’s a young adult male’s 
room.  The major giveaways are the color scheme of the room, black and 
gray, video games, computers, and turntables, and drugs and alcohol litter-
ing the desk.  Feeling a little more at ease, I decide to use the mirror at the 
end of the room to finalize my hypothesis.  Stepping towards the dirty mir-
ror, I see in the reflection a tall, skinny, tannish tone, red afro male staring 
back at me.  Sending me into a panic, I fling backwards, tripping over the 
clothes and other mess on the floor.  I smash through the plastic shelf into 
the open chest.  It closes on top of me while I sink into a dark abyss. Wak-
ing up screaming, “Sh*t!” I realize it was only a nightmare.  
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Looking over, to my relief, I see my husband, wide-eyed, looking nervous.  
I look at him and he asks, “Honey, what’s wrong?”  I tell him that I had a 
nightmare about being a young adult male with a drug and alcohol prob-
lem who DJs music and lives in a pig sty.  He says, “Don’t worry, it was just 
a nightmare.”  Feeling more at peace and comforted, I roll back over and 
before I drift back into a deep slumber, I mutter to myself, “Thank God I’m 
a woman.”
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LW

THE CANDLESTiCK BOY

 Snow slowly drifts down serenely upon a small boy as he trudges 
through the bitter cold streets of London, on a dreary and bleak Christmas 
Eve.  Wearing only a pair of worn-down boots that were too big for him, a 
tattered looking shirt and pants, and a coat that dragged behind his small 
body, the boy takes small, slow, tentative steps toward the door of a house.  
Through the window, he sees a joyous family, celebrating with smiles plas-
tered on their faces.  Upon the table the family was gathered around, there 
was a meager assortment of foods, but to the boy, it appeared to be a grand 
feast.  Continuing to take small steps toward the door, the sounds of laugh-
ter and playful bantering drifts into the air through the cracked wooden 
door.  His eyes light up with hope as he raises up his small, cracked, frozen 
hands and knocks quietly on the door.  The sounds that had filled the air 
came to an abrupt stop and were replaced by the muffled sound of shuffling 
footsteps.  A tall man cracks open the door and seeing a small boy stand-
ing there, opens the door further.  The boy’s body gave a small tremor as he 
was hit with the warmth which radiated from inside the house.  “Yes lad?  
What can I do for you?” the man asked with a soft and gentle voice.
 “Please sir, would you buy a candlestick for three pence?” asked the 
boy timidly.  “Three pence would really help my papa.”
 “Where is your papa?” asked the man.  “It’s too cold to be out by 
yourself.”
 “My papa is sick, mister.  Three pence would help buy food.”
 “Three pence?  I’m sorry, lad, we don’t have any to spare,” replied 
the man with a tinge of sadness resonating in his voice.
 “It’s okay, mister.  I’ll just keep trying,” the boy said as the light in 
his eyes extinguished.
 “It’s getting late boy, the snow is coming down faster and it’s get-
ting colder, run home where it’s warm and safe.  Your candlesticks can wait 
another day,” the man said while gently shutting the door.
 The warm air ceases as soon as the door shut and the boy begins to 
shiver once again.  He turns away sluggishly and begins to plod away, slow-
ly making his way home in the harsh, bitter cold.  He looks up into the sky 
at the flurries of snow and realizes that the man was right.  The air swirling 
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around him was growing ever colder and the snow was no longer drifting 
but hammering down upon his small, frail body.  He became hopeful that 
when he returned home, his father would see the harshness of the winter 
night and allow him to stay rather than sending him out to more houses.  
With this hope in mind, he began to dream about the warmth of his bed 
and food in his stomach.  As he neared his home, his pace quickened ever 
so slightly as he longed for the safety of a roof over his head and a room to 
warm up in.  As he reached his home, he rapped quietly on the door and 
heard the heavy footsteps of his father lumbering towards the door.  The 
door screeched open and his father, a haggard looking man with unkempt 
hair, an unshaven face, and dirty clothes screamed out, “What?” leaving a 
scent of rum lingering in the air.
 “I’m home Papa,” whispered the small boy.
 “Where’s my thirty pence, boy?”
 Shying back into his oversized coat, the boy whimpered and said, 
“Papa, nobody wants to buy a candlestick, they already have them.  I only 
have nine pence, Papa.  I sold three.”
 “Three!” howled his father, “I said come home when you sold ten!  
So why are you back?”
 “It’s cold outside, Papa.  Nobody will open their doors anymore.”
 “Stand out there and cry then!  You’re not coming in until I see 
thirty pence!”
 “But Papa,” the boy cried, his voice catching in his throat.
 “You rat!  I said don’t come back until you have thirty pence, you 
useless boy!”
 “But Papa,” the boy whispered once again as the door slammed 
into his face.  A tear began to trickle down his face, but the boy, completely 
numb, not only because of the cold but also because of the fear thundering 
in his body, did not even notice as the tear froze to his dirt-covered cheek.  
He turned lethargically and began making his way down the street.  With 
every house he passed, he would turn his head and gaze at all the happy 
families, but instead of filling up with pain, envy, or anger, these families, 
seemingly perfect through his young eyes, filled his heart with hope.
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 The snow, falling ever faster, begins to take on the form of a bliz-
zard, swirling and howling around the boy’s small, fragile body and envel-
ops him in a cloud of white.  He trudges along silently, not heading toward 
anything in particular, but just walking away from the place he calledhis 
home.  Suddenly, upon hearing five chimes, he realizes that he had made 
his way to a church.  He continues walking, only able to see an arm’s length 
in front of him, until he finally reaches the church’s stone wall. As he reach-
es the wall, he puts his hand out in front of him, presses his palm against 
the wall and looks up.  The outline of the cross is barely visible to the boy’s 
eyes and makes it seem as if the cross was shrouded in a magical, white 
mist.  The boy gently shuts his eyes, forcing the tears out, and begins to 
pray: Oh Heavenly Father, I feel so alone.  My papa hates me and my mam-
ma is with you, will you come sit with me this Christmas Eve?  I don’t want 
to be alone.  Amen.  Gradually, the boy opens his eyes and starts to move 
along the wall.  Reaching a corner to hide in, he slouches down, defeated, 
trying to hide from the biting cold.  He turns his back to the monstrous 
snow, faces the corner, and reaches his frozen hands into his battered coat, 
and pulls out the remaining candlesticks.  He stares at these with eyes that 
were no longer filled with hope, that were now brimming with sorrow.  His 
eyes, which had been bright an hour earlier, had taken on a dull and glazed 
appearance.  The frozen tear, which he had not noticed earlier, began to 
sting his grime-covered face, serving as a constant reminder that he was 
abandoned by everyone in a world full of people.
 Gently, the boy lays the candlesticks in the pure, white snow and 
reaches his frozen hands back into his coat, seeking the warmth of his 
body.  He slides his hands into an inside pocket and his numb fingers 
barely register that something is in there.  His fingers slowly fumble around 
the pocket, trying to grasp the item.  When he finally grasps it, he pulls it 
out and realizes that in his small hands, he’s holding three matchsticks.  He 
gently sets two back into his pocket, grasps the third between his fingers, 
and prepares to strike the third against the rough, stone wall.  With his 
other hand, he grasps one of the candlesticks he had set down and pushes 
the end into the snow, allowing it to stand on its own.  Cupping the side of 
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the match, he strikes it gently against the wall and swish, the match ig-
nites.  Carefully, he guides the match toward the candlestick but a gust of 
wind suffocates the little flame.  The boy holds back another whimper and 
another tear trickles down, freezing there like yet another shard of glass on 
his cheek.  He reaches back into his pocket and fumbles around for another 
matchstick.  Pulling it out, his hand continues to tremble becauseof the 
cold. The boy strikes his precious matchstick against the wall, but the tip 
snaps off, falling into the white snow.  The boy chokes back a small sob and 
slowly reaches  his hand into his coat pocket and grasps his final match-
stick.  He pulls it out and his hand is trembling even harder than it was 
before.  He strikes his final match against the wall and swish, it ignites.  He 
again, slowly guides the matchstick toward the candlestick and as soon as 
the wick catches the flame, a smile breaks through the small boy’s grease-
covered face.  His eyes begin not only to reflect the candlelight, but also 
the hope that the flame had come to represent.  He sat there staring at the 
bright little flame until it started to flicker, but before the boy could use his 
body to shield the flame, another gust blew and extinguished the flame.  
With that, the light that had appeared in his eyes left as quickly as it had 
come and the boy choked out another sob, dropped his head, and gave up.
 The boy, succumbing to the raw and bitter cold, stops fighting his 
heavy eyelids and allows them to begin to droop.  The boy, his body quiv-
ering furiously, lies down onto his side, no longer trying to hold back his 
sobs, and shuts his eyes, willing himself to fall asleep, with tears leaving 
streaks through the dust and grime covering his face.  He begins to day-
dream about the warmth next to a fire during a time his mother was still 
alive.  He dreamt about her warm, loving embrace, her kind, soft voice, and 
a time in which his father was still happy.  As he continued to daydream, 
his sobs began to gradually subside, leaving only a frail, small body of a 
boy shivering in the cold.  As a little time passes, the boy begins to feel a 
warmth emanating from in front of him.  He opens his eyes and they sud-
denly widen in wonder when he sees seven candlesticks standing upright 
in the snow, glowing with soft little flames, illuminating the area around 
him.  He sits up and continues to stare in amazement at the candlesticks.  
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His eyes begin to glow once again as he takes in the absolute beauty of the 
seven singular flames.  Sitting there, he suddenly feels a warm hand on his 
shoulder, startling him and causing him to jump.  He turns his head, eyes 
widening once again.  “Mamma?” the boy asked.
 “My boy,” his mother replies in a warm voice.  “What are you doing 
sitting out in the freezing cold all by yourself?”
 “Papa won’t let me home,” the boy said in a soft voice.
 “Why?”
 “He doesn’t love me anymore.  Ever since you left, Papa has hated 
me.”
 “He loves you my boy.”
 “Papa doesn’t love me, only you love me, Mamma.  Why can’t I go 
with you?  Why did you leave us Mamma?”
 “I didn’t want to leave you my son.  We’ll be together soon.”
 “Why can’t I go with you now Mamma?” he cried.
 “Soon, soon my son,” she replied warmly.
 “Will you sit with me Mamma?  Will you keep me safe?”
 “Of course I will.”
 The boy feels a warm feeling filling up his small body and feels the 
warm embrace of his mother’s arms wrapping around him.  No longer feel-
ing cold or numb, he reaches his hands up to his mother’s face, trying to 
remember every single small detail.  Sitting there in her arms, he whispers, 
“I miss you Mamma,” as his eyelids begin to droop once again.
 “I miss you too, my love,” she whispers quietly into his ear.  “We’re 
here together now and that’s all that matters.”
 He clings tightly to his mother even though he is drained of all his 
strength.  The warmth continues to fill him with a drowsiness that he can-
not fight.  He gives in to the warmth and begins to fall asleep, dreaming of 
all the happiness his mother had brought him.
 Gradually, the boy falls asleep in the snow, completely alone, with 
seven candlesticks surrounding him, snow drifting down onto his fragile 
body and innocent face, like an angel, becoming covered with a pure white 
blanket.
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Gerard AKA Miami AKA Patience

UNTiTLED

I step to the grave sight
and lay to rest my Demons
But they Don’t go eazy
They fight to the Death
Tooth and nail
Scars from the Battle
Are the lines I share
Can never fully sleep
At all times must stay aware
In my Dreams they attack the most
Even in my Dreams I’m on post
The Battle I fight is raging
they’re starting not to play fair
My Chest is covered with righteousness
And my Bible is always near
when we stand face to face
we size each other up
Thinking of ways to move...
Our eye squint
then lunge at full sprint
we collide with a shaking
Crack from the two
Biting, Skratchin’, kicking, punching
the Battle has ensued
But when the Dust settles
I’m the one that’s left standing
God told me that Demons can’t do s**t to me
That’s why I fight from a place of Victory
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Matt F.

UNTiTLED

Love: 
 Smells like 
  a rose blooming on a  
  spring afternoon after  
  a rain shower 
 Sounds like 
  the ocean waves 
 Tastes like 
  A cherry popsicle  
  on a summer day 
  Looks like 
   the Rocky Mountains  
  in a sunset 
 Feels like 
    the little hugs of your child

Lonely

UNTiTLED

I wish I had the courage to say I was wrong before it went too far. I wish I 
could take it all back because I know it just broke your heart I wish I told 
those girls no and went the other way. Maybe if I had you could still trust 
me today I wish could have just told you but now this is the price I pay 
I need the courage to say I was wrong and I apologize everyday I’ll keep 
telling you I love you till I have the courage to lay it all out but till then I’ll 
show you I’m sorry cause I have no courage to say. 
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Ghost 

WHAT DO WE DREAM ABOUT

I have considered a place and time that doesn’t define, but is sublime as 
sublime walks this very fine line of equal reaction, not given in to the desire 
of satisfaction, but equality and love is the fruit that life needs to eat upon. 
But yet life has spawned and they say that a new day has crested at this 
wonderful dawn, yet it’s empty, for there is no empathy while everyone’s 
life symphony is simply narcissistic and ego driven leading to statistic, just 
another word or number in a book, you see there goes the hook, as they say 
the delusion is only confusion because what’s broken can’t be fixed so the 
world blows on our houses made of sticks that are sunk into the ground, 
they call us unstable, while their homes are made of bricks and they laugh 
as we take our licks, because life punches us instead of hits, what do we 
dream about? You see peace is the best piece of the pie don’t eat it while it’s 
hot, life’s a question, why not?

Seuero L. Jr.

LOvE

Love
 Makes me smile
 Makes me sweat
 Makes me laugh
 Makes me hope
 Makes me want
 Makes me need
 Makes me hurt
 Makes me glad
 Makes me yearn
 Makes me pray
 But most of all, Love makes
 Me think of you all day.
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$tage Coach

ONE MOMENT TO THE NEXT

Baby: One moment you’re my Everything and some
The next can feel so much like you’re a closed door
One Moment you got me laughing a storm
The next I’m pulling my hair and gasping for air
One moment You’re all there:
The next You’ll be who knows where climbing a pair of stairs
One moment we’re binding in love and precious care:
The next I ain’t finding you in my sight and that’s a fright.
One moment we intensely fight by day
The next we’re in candle-light romance; by night
One moment our passion for one another creates a trance
The next just seems like you’re a glance in my rearview mirrors
One moment you’re the cure to all my fears; few they be
The next you’re the only thing I fear to lose.
One moment You’re paired with me on a cruise with no control
The next you’ve teared my heart straight up outta my chest.
One moment you’re the excuse I need to rest; to confess; my eyes laid on a 
personal prize
The next I’m trying to refuse to believe I caught you in some lies
One moment I realize why I am wise to have chosen you
The next I regret spoiling you with my loyalty babe
Girl I think You plus me equals something like Destiny
So enough with this passivity; it’s nothing but negativity.
Let’s have being together become a reality
Let’s spend this moment to the next: together in love
What say you my darling?
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Billy G.

PAROLE

The Trials that place me in my tomb irk me, I see sunlight outside the 
storm, how far away I don’t know.
    Am I dying inside, it kills me to show, but the more I fight to see the 
sunlight, the stronger I show, move through the polluted camps as a soldier 
of faith that all my struggles are out of the way. So that sunlight that I saw 
made me a better brighter day.

Parole; a destitute illusion of correction a body who seems to be of all 
power
 The way that this is impacting my life is that I have lost my job, 
apartment, freedom, custody of my daughter, because of the way that it is 
placed in people’s hands who don’t care about what accomplishment you’ve 
overcome to be a better person once you’ve been granted the opportunity 
to receive its tenancy in your sentence.

Sweet Barbarella

ON BEiNG ALONE XXX

 C rowded 
 O ver 
 N othingness 
 F reezing 
 I nfinite
 N ext to 
 E mpty 
 M issing 
 E nding 
      (k) N ots
 T angled 
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Shadowscar

A SiNGLE BREATH, SHARED

Here between one world and the next,
Is a place for monsters. We watch.
Always waiting for the next Beast,
As she sleeps in the moonlight, wrapped
Tight, on a bed of soft moss, 
safe from harm.
She is not safe, you are safe. The other
side of the coin. Safe from her.
Soft woods all around. A boundary 
Between here and now, the Difference
made by the crunch of a leaf, 
a twig snapping.
It’s time. I see, and am seen.
No way out, no way around.
Here is the beast. It is time.
Reaching to wake her. Pulling silently
with a ring at the end. Savoring her length,
Gliding through the Air, weightless.
A perfect Arc. A small touch, bites deep.
She never stops, loyal through and through.
Hand in hand, me from shadow, her
Reflecting stars.
Like the Northern Lights, but now all Red and
Dark, seen by you, licked up by her. 
Nothing can stand what it can’t see.
Can you see the beauty here? I DO.
Until I have to wash my hands, clean the
blood off. Making her shine darkly like
The surface of an underground lake. Bottomless. 
And I hear her, “Did I do good?”
her voice perfect, A balance between desire and 
satisfaction. 
“Yes,” I say.
As I see in her reflection, 
The next beast to kill.
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Wildtire

ABANDON SHiP

The best I can offer
Is all I have left
Sad
I was great once
Great like you
The old man and the sea
Pillaged by sharks
You are my mermaid
How far can you
Will you
Swim beside me

Plant Pastor

LiFE

Sh*t why did I take a wrong turn why do I keep taking wrong turns Do 
I have a right turn I’m confused I don’t want to be here but I keep doing 
things that land me here

They the things I do are do bad Why I like them the people around me like 
them Sub-cultures new cultures bad cultures I don’t know I’m confused
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Myra Mains

vOODOO DOLL
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Matt F.

UNTiTLED
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g man

UNTiTLED
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Matt F.

SKULL
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abe

SEE ME
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abe

UNTiTLED
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g man

GAZiNG OUT MY WiNDOW
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g man

WOLF iN SHEEP'’S CLOTHiNG
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Vanessa G

UNTiTLED
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Vanessa G

SPEAKOUT
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ShortyB Leon

UNTiTLED
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ShortyB Leon

SUNSET
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STR1K3

WiNGED HEART
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V-Boy

LiFE AFTER DEATH 
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V-Boy

THE GOOD AND THE EviL
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SPEAKOUT HEART

JRD
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Enrique

HEARTS
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Enrique

iNSECTS
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Silent Cruz

CAR AND LADY
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Silent Cruz

TOWER, WOMAN, CLOCK
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GiRL

Gerard AKA Miami AKA Patience
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MAN

Gerard AKA Miami AKA Patience
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BiRD SKULL

Seuero L. Jr.
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FACE

Seuero L. Jr.
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UNTiTLED

UNTiTLED

Asa M.

I thought about if you go back in time and you killed me man you would 
kill as many as 120 people that would never be born because this one man, 
my older sister, two younger brothers, and a younger sister. The older sister 
has 3 kids, the middle brothers has 5 kids, the youngest brother had two 
kids. I have 4 kids by 2 different women. If we could go back in time and 
my father hadn’t met my mother, none of my kids would have been born. 

We are all on time
We are all good people
We are all intelligent
We are all good looking

Asa M.

UNTiTLED

Her hair, like silk, eyes grey betraying her every emotion, her walk like 
waves crashing together, yet her touch ever so gentle, and the smile could 
con a rich man’s riches, as sly as a fox, her heart untreaded landscape that 
to others is forbidden, this is who she is before me but hidden. 

Ghost
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Ghost

I grew up like a wild weed, lacking in life all that I needed, I was alone but 
forward I proceeded with no counsel of the things that should be most 
heeded,

 Life taught me it’s own hard lesson that which is a young life with-
out blessing, I was too little to know what it means to start stressin but I 
had a real sense of what it was that was most Depressing. 

UNTiTLED

FEAR

My biggest fear is being alone…
I’ve yet to overcome this fear…
I dread the day cuz I know it’s near
Being in here at least I’m not by myself
I relapse because I feel company 
Is good no matter what kind it is.
To put on a front  I feel like I’m on the hunt
To find sobriety but how
It has to happen now
I’m out of time
I hear the clock chime
9:26 is that an offer
God find me a chopper
All this time all these years
I never realized my time was so dear
Now I’d rather be alone
But is it too late
Or is it my fate?

Maranda H.
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James Morten

FORMS

Space the Final Frontier 
Time is all But dear
life is Just a Tear
Death, The Final pier 
Higher power is Just a fear 

Space The never ending 
Time is always fleeing
life is Just a feeling
Death, the start of everything 
Higher power is Just a Flowering 

Space the eternal
Time is always feral
life is Just a peril
Death The life Immortal
Higher power is Just Internal 

Brandon C.

UNTiTLED

What you put into the universe is what you get back
The world is round, you hurt somebody, 
someone will hurt you back.
Eventually, if you do bad deeds, nobody will take you serious. 
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Seuero L. Jr.

TOLERANCE

  Tolerance
of having to deal with the

every day things in life.  Most of
all just trying to be sane in an

insane world.  Coping with life in
The bare essence of what it has

in store.

How was it that you have been
able to live all this time inside

of me.  Why haven’t you erupted?
You are afraid not of yourself

But of the consequences

I know how much it hurts to hold
all that anger in, what do you want?
What do you need?  Is it anger that

you need as your accomplice?

Ha Ha you hate, Ha Ha
too late.  The dealings are strong

if you burst your wrong.
After all that you hate

Big deal you still tolerate.
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JHD

EAST COAST GiRL MOvES WEST

I grew up in the country
Of upstate New York
It was my first home
For the first third of my life
I moved to Boston 
And became my husband’s wife
We moved to Colorado
To start a new life
After seventeen years
I was no longer his wife
There went the second third
Of my life
I felt like I had been
Stabbed with a knife
So I moved to Wyoming
To abandon the strife
I fell in love
And became another wife
I am currently happy
In this third chapter of my life
I no longer have a world
Full of strife
Now I have true love
To last the rest of my life
I still long for the east coast
But now, I am a guest
My heart’s true belonging 
Lives in the wild, wild west
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Gerard AKA Miami AKA Patience

UNTiTLED

Life lessons, A Divine Intervention
for some it’s hard to mention
afraid of the tension, that may come to
Ashes to Ashes Cookies in the Bed leaves crumbs
The Blind can’t lead the Blind
So why Do the Dumb try leading the Dumb
Dumb Did Di, Dumb Did Di, Dumb
A man with no hands, go Kevin Bacon on a Drum
In the foot race, they hating on the man that won
sparks from paperclips, should have people proud
But like the son whose father knows no love
Left alone as a young man, raised by Thugs
That the only reason He is not to Blame
He Didn’t ask to Be Born in the place he is from
Mom never showed him how to use a gun
Even though she is a sharp shooter, a master at using one
Engrained in his D.N.A., so he went out and got him a used one
Sorry for the pun, Not part of the intention, But s**t happens
People got insurance all they life, and never had a accident
This wasn’t no accident, every line was meant
It’s crazy what you can get out of
          Paper and a pen.
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LW

REMEMBRANCE

Standing in solitude,
 the whirl of time
 enveloped my mind an opaque fog.

 The years crawl by
 slowly as the seasons charge ahead.
 Beginning anew, the sapling combats the winter cold
 in wait of summer’s breath
 but finding instead the golden leaves, slowly drifting
 back into the grasp of ice and snow.
 At long last, I remember.

Enrique

THE WORD TO THE WiSE

To know wisdom and instruction
    To perceive the words of understanding:
to receive the instruction of wisdom, Justice, and Judgment
and equity.  to give subtlety to the “simple” to
the young man knowledge and discretion
 A wise man will Hear, and will increase “learning”
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JRD

EviL & GOOD

Evil 

More I do the deeper I get. 
High as f**k can’t get off this shit.
Losing my family friends and my mind
High as fuck nearly all the time.
Don’t really care don’t mean shit to me.
High as f**k is where I want to be. 

Good

free to make choices
free to speak my mind
free from ill consequences
is what I hope to find
been thrown out and locked up
now sober I be. Somehow 
I’m happy probably cause I’m still
free, living the life god gave
me, it feels good to be me. 

JRD

STAY POSiTivE

I feel like I’ve suffered more than most of the people around me But I think 
and feel it’s been for a reason, to make me a stronger, better person for 
what is to come. I feel I’m being prepared to withstand what is to become 
and to overcome it.
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JHD

UNTiTLED

We all have good days
We all have bad days
But the best day of all 
Is a happy day
A day when no one
Can bring you down
Happiness gives you
Positive energy
Energy that you 
Absorb and emit
Your eyes shine
Your skin glows
Your smile becomes infectious
You are ready to take on any challenge
Confident.  Whimsical.  Daring.
You feel like dancing
As if no one is watching
And you do
You put your whole body into it
You make your own heart sing
The birds are listening
And join in
The flowers smell sweeter
The colors brighter
There is a sense of harmony and calm
When you are happy
You are at peace with yourself
If even just for a moment
Nothing else matters
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Plant Pastor

THE COMMONS

I was born into a tribe of people
That understood the masses,
So how is it that I have become
Part of the masses And why does
My tribe not understand me,
And do I reject the masses
Or do I reject me,
Or do I not understand my
Tribe, or have I, have I never
Understood the masses?

Aaron W.

SOMETHiNG NEEDED

Idk why sometimes the very air I breath suffocates me. Makes me gasp for 
the air that never ran out. Holding on to you with every last piece of what 
is left of the undying, or so it seems, dying relationship that never was. 
Grasping and gasping as if letting go is the end of my very existence. Why 
does my mind tell me I need you, that there is hope for something that was 
never really there? It’s all in your head, don’t worry just let go. The doors 
that need closed, have to close, so the other ones can open. So remove your 
foot.
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Shadowscar

BEAUTY FROM HAUNTED PLACES

A violin strung from children’s nightmares. 
The sound of which pours from the dark
A sweet call to the dreamers
Grown up now, no sense in fear
We all have our place
These Places in between, barely touched
with snow. Created out of dire need. 
Full of monsters narrowly missed,
yet greatly desired, and when they leave, 
There is a sense of regret.
This is where I Go, when a look far off is cast. 
Down the Path, there is no moon here. 
Only growing footprints of the lost soul. 
Through grey trees, I see 
One stump with that red apple untouched
The Pagan fountains of blood, cursed.
The kind that brings a smile to your lips.
This place is secret, because no one asks
Why it is here. 
They say beauty is in the eye of the beholder,
Yet, here, bound in chains, you captivated beauty
Demanding her power as yours. 
Granting you the ability to become any monster
Here in your land. That place where you will never 
Die. Now that smile has the sharpest of teeth.
You came from that house on the hill.
With no roof, forest invading. 
A large white stag, red eyes paces the living room. 
Doors on hinges, windows blown out.
Did you build this, or tear it down?
Stairs missing, Banister cracked. 
Small creatures hiding beyond sight, 
eyes in shadow reflecting.
A clock chimes deep, midnight. 
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BEAUTY FROM HAUNTED PLACES (CONT'D)

No furniture, save one perfect white couch, 
With a small grave mound behind it. 
Paintings on the walls, perfect pictures. 
All of what I’ve seen on the way here.
The winter wolf, the wise trees, a single chain link.
Growing footprints, nothing Dead, nothing alive. 
Surrounded, yet alone, special.
One room is lit.
There’s a canvas on the floor, with colors around.
I understand this place now, no more questions.
On the canvas is the image of a man.
In this very room, looking at the floor.
Signed by the beauty that haunts this place.
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Wildtire

MEDiCAiD

Inertia monster
motion friction face
Brokedown biker 
get 
well 
cat-scan
disjoint 
toe-point
acrobat
gravity drum solo
thunder dome
temples
cheese grater
sandpaper cocktail
dilaudid famine basket
morphine brainfreeze
Ten
Nine
Eight
rain-bear-picnic-dream
lost 
running-hope-dream
perfume passerby lookback
kindred soul beauty 
lie smile
warmed
whatever
glances 
hideous heart traveler
unlovely squabble heart
brainpain 
x ray re-run breakfast
cereal
box
Prize
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MEDiCAiD (CONT’'D)

forbidden apple depression
pity tree window
thunder cloud window
opiate God vittles
Jersey Devil
critical Hoboken beast
get-by-forecast
hobble
home 
vicodin table thud
dragging
connection
dial-up-monster 

Colorado Green

WHAT’S NEXT

As I sit here in my own CAGE, 
and drive myself insane, battling myself to
give up on this FIGHT… I fall to my 
knees and ask you my Lord JESUS CHRIST
Please have MERCY on me, and draw me
closer to you, so I may walk with you may
Your WORDS INSPIRE me to live the way 
you TEACH and to put you FIRST and 
others before MYSELF … Help me to be
PATIENT and GUIDE me as I wait for
you to Open my HEART to your word and
Text, Cause Nobody can explain
 WHAT’S NEXT
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Mandible Dubz

JUST BECAUSE

Just because I DJ/Produce 
Doesn’t mean I’m Paris Hilton or David Guetta
Doesn’t mean I make trance music
Just because I’m Native American and Black
Doesn’t mean I have pow wows and gangbang
Doesn’t mean it affects my music taste
Just because I have tattoos 
Doesn’t mean I worship the devil 
Doesn’t mean I can’t work as well as someone without tattoos
Just because I’m male
Doesn’t mean I can’t be gentle and kind
Doesn’t mean I can’t be strong either
Just because I have red curly hair
Doesn’t mean I dye it every month
Doesn’t mean I get perms either
Just because I’m a Colorado Native 
Doesn’t mean I have to smoke weed
Doesn’t mean I live in the mountains
Just because I live in America
Doesn’t make me shoot guns and eat cheeseburgers
Doesn’t make me hate other countries
Just because all these thing makes who I am
Doesn’t mean there isn’t more. 
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Gerard AKA Miami AKA Patience

UNTiTLED

The silent Dance of a Water Drop
full of sault
Passion Driven, Heart felt
The silent Dance of a water Drop
full of sault and Dirt
Hurt
gives way to passion of pain
too important to stay the same
know that change must happen
The silent Dance of a Water Drop
full of sault
Afraid
The loneliness of the Dark
Blankets over heads
Unaware of the Demons under Bed
Heart Beat, is all you hear
The Silent Dance of a Water Drop
full of sault
The Reason for Water Drops
Is the Dance, that comes with the silence
Alone on an island
Where sault laps at your feet
The silent Dance of a Water Drop
full of sault.
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Ghost

WE ARE ALL

We are all but a breath that has been left behind, like winds blowing the 
sands of time, gazing into the future, not what lies behind, we are designed 
to shine that has defied the times, that we struggled with, no matter how 
many times we’re hit like a torch, we remain lit, man what’s left, get it?

g man

BiTTERSWEET

I’ve heard it’s better to have 
Loved and Lost than never have 
Loved at all.
I’ve thought about this, Losing at Love
“The Harder You Love The Harder Hurt” this is my saying.
Is it better to Love and Hurt so Hard? 
Without Loving, Life would be safe, less hurt, less pain.
But is that life? Or really living?
On to the next bittersweet.
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g man

LOvE?

Strawberry champagne on ice, ain’t no mountain high enough, I would die 
for you, I can’t live if living is without you. You complete me, the wind be-
neath my wings. You had me at Hello. The sparkle in your eyes, your laugh, 
your walk, the way you move your hands when you talk. Your touch, your 
smell, your taste, your intelligence and wit, your humor. Even when you’re 
mad I love the passion and fire in you.

 To want to protect you from any harm, to see you happy fills my 
heart with joy, when you cry it tears my heart out. 

 So why do we end it that way? Tears in our eyes, I want a divorce, I 
hate you, I found someone else, Love? 

g man 

SHUT UP

When I was a kid I was told Don’t speak unless spoken to. So even when 
spoken to was afraid to speak. Thank you Speak Out for helping me speak 
out.
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Lonely

MY ANGEL

I don’t want you 
I need u
You are my love and my pain
No one could replace you
Cause no one’s the same
You give me butterflys
You make my heart weak 
Without you there’s no sleep
This feeling’s so deep
Through the ups and the downs
You’ve stayed around
I never deserved you but I was given a gift
God sent me an angel, 
That’s what you say,
And I love you forever,
Not just a day.  
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Matt F. 

LEFT BEHiND 

When you sit in a place like the one that I am in you always have that feel-
ing of Being Left Behind. Being put on that list at the bottom of the people’s 
list that says fit for society and fit for being among the people that are free 
and have a job and do nothing wrong. Ya! That is a load of bull****. The 
people outside of here that get to wake up to their family to a great God, to 
a wife and kids, to friends that care about them. They look at us inmates as 
the devil. As bad bad people that are not fit to be among the citizens that 
are perfect and never break the law but you want to know something. The 
people outside of here are just as bad as the men and women that sit in 
this hell hole away from their families, friends, wives, kids, jobs, their life 
dammit. No one that sits in here deserves this, deserves the way that we 
are treated, the way we all watch our bodies wither away, the way we watch 
our life fade away day after day - night after night into the dark black abyss 
of unhappiness, sorrow, pain, blindness. It all feels like being left behind 
like no one outside of this cold, four walled, two metal beds cell that we 
are slowly fading away in. Yes there are the ones that have family that are 
there for them that love them, miss them like me, but what about the ones 
that sit in this place of doubt and despair hoping, wishing, praying to God. 
Falling to their knees and confessing their sins to Jesus and putting god 
into their heart and just wanting the love of a woman’s touch the hugs and 
kisses of their family and the passion of their friends. What gives the law 
the right to take that away from so many people it’s just like being Left 
Behind.
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Matt F.

LiFE, PEOPLE, NATURE

Life is something so many people take for granted and take advantage of 
which they don’t realize that if you take Life for granted you could end up 
in jail, dead, or sick to where you can’t get up or eat or love your wife your 
family your kid’s your job. Life is a big thing to think about because if you 
f*** up in your life that can jeopardize your existance of earth. Make every 
day count as it could be your last, remember one life do whatever it takes 
to make your life worth living and never give up, never. People, there are 
so many people in this world billions of them there are bad people good 
people weird people but you know what we all have in common we all are 
God’s kids, God’s creation he loves all of us the same no one less no one 
more all people make mistakes and do bad thing and sin but no matter 
what he still love’s all of us the same with all this heart if you can fall to 
your knees confess your sins and ask for forgiveness and take the Lord in 
your heart that does mean be a Bible thumper but just know that God is 
there and is ready to answer your prayers at any time no matter when it is 
he has answered mine he forgave me for my sins. I think God put me on 
this earth to help people and bring them to the light of God and Jesus not 
force, just let them know that he is there. Nature is one of the most beauti-
ful things that God has created for us to enjoy and take in the bounty the 
fresh air and the scenery God gave us nature to love and perfected and love 
and I used to not but now I do and I will protect it with my life and soil no 
matter what happens.
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JHD

UNTiTLED 

It is now October
When everyone should see
The beauty of New England

Before the leaves begin to flee

It doesn’t matter
Which state you may choose
For they are all so beautiful

With the color of changing hues

Maple leaves, oak leaves, sumac and cattails
Orange, yellow, purple and red

All shine so brightly
On the hills up ahead

Some leaves still cling
To the branches up high

While the fallen ones swirl
And are destined to fly

It is time to pick apples 
And pumpkins in the patch

For the abundant fall harvest
There is no other match

Maybe take a hayride
With spiced cider to drink

And watch the sun set
Change everything to pink

Just to wake the next morning
All covered with snow

And realize it’s time 
For the season to go
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Aaron W.

A SPELL

How do you break a spell, you don’t know is there,
All this time, things just never seemed fair,
Doing this and that
Going tit for tat.

What needs said, to have it all back
and never again, have any lack
These words must have power
to pull down the tower.

It starts where all things come from
and no, I am not talking about your mum.
This place where all can start,
be careful I warn you, it can pull you apart.

Take notice of the words being said, 
replay them over and over in your head,
then when you think you got it all down,
and you know how to awake the clown…

Sit back, reflect on what put you on this quest,
and think… Is this really what’s best?
To make everything seem fair?
and break the spell you don’t even know if it’s there.
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g man

BEYER’'S B'S 

I wish to share these B words with you,
not to (Besot): to make dull or stupid; 

But to grow, OR infer you are (Bestial): 
lacking intelligence or reason. I would

only think of you as (Best): excelling all 
others, one’s maximum effort. Don’t be

(Bewildered): to cause to lose one’s bearings, 
to perplex or confuse. That’s not my intentions.

Nor to (Bewitch): to influence or affect 
injuriously by witchcraft. But there are 

things (Beyond): on the farther side, out
of reach, outside the scope of ordinary 
experience, so I (Beseech): to request 
earnestly, ask earnestly, Implore, Beg.

That you would become (Bibliotic) : a study
of handwriting, and documents for determining

genuineness or authorship.
Trying not to be (Bias): prejudice, 

a tendency to deviate in one direction from 
a true value. But go (Beyond): farther
Hereafter, beyond mere seen things, 

of these pages called the (Bible): The sacred
scriptures of Christians.
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Daniel C.

LEGALiZED CRiME

How many times can you Lose Your Job,
Your car, your home,   everything you own
Until your will is Torn apart                     Unable to be sewn,
   Back together quite right?
How many times can I learn from my mistakes
in a society that takes way too much, and blames
   its own population,
and fills it full of hate, for greed?
  Their human trafficking.
       I’m anger managing
My future they keep damaging,
in a never ending, ever revolving door.
Justification they are packaging, holding down the poor,
a constitution they are mis-handling, 
Because the punishment
ALWAYS exceeds the crime
I rant, and rave, and scream, and yell
All in vain
At a wall
But its the truth I tell, Nothing subliminal at all.
If you charge a dollar for a ramen noodle
    You’re a criminal.
Price gouging activity, goes unchallenged, and has longevity,
when a corporation is backing it, and lies are always spun
Attacking everything the inmates have been through, and don,
without regard to the root causes of the issues, and total apathy
about what they will become.
But you see….. I see, what you see in me
an opportunity to extort, blackmail, and make money.
The real reason” I’m not free. A victim of financial Terrorism
My whole life is your community the #1 Threat to Homeland Security!
You don’t think that affects me negatively, psychologically?
When this is over, where will I go? Back to the street
With No job and No home
You think I’m free to roam? Let me explain
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LEGALIZED CRIME (CONT”'D) 

and awaken a Mis-suided Brain.
with a record, I’m free to get locked up even faster
Fort Collins doesn’t have Homeless. Only trespassers and campers.
Never people in dire straights or economic disaster.
So I do, what I do, to ignore the pain
I drink, I drug, but being institutionalized and living on
the street, is what drives me insane.
Honesty is obsolete when there’s a profit to be made.
Four dollars to put money on the books, Three for time on the phone, 
and how much is it for a visit?
Forever damned, I see every scam, every penny I swell w/ envy
The people have been shook down.
One of the lowest crime rates in the United States,
and how much from the community do they take?
Per inmate, $67 to &100 dollars a day, 30 dollar booking fee’s,
How much do they make?
They plant the seeds of Aggravation, cause theirs no over-sight.
The public refuses to conduct a full on Investigation.
Into the racketeering influenced corrupt organization
Under a militarized police-state that is destroying freedom in this Nation
To me its an absolute fact, is it to you?
That most of the laws these days are generated to create revenue.
You can’t imprison over 2 million people and say you stand 
for the red white and blue, but they do.
Prisons and surveillance are multi-billion dollar industries
These are not conspiracies, they are facts, and they are true.
For me it’s like the days of Hitler or Stalin
When your stuck on a permanent list they’ll never take you off of
You just can’t win
Punished for the same things over and over again.
Worse than double Jeopardy
and seems to have no end.
 It’s Man’s inhumanity to MAN.
Skinned alive,
are the minds of men.
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Green Bean

LOvE ME

Love me
And you will never have to
     Ask if 
I Love you
  Love me
And you’ll never have to
Look for my hands
As my arms will be around
     You
  Love me
tell me your fears
I will fight along
with all of your tears
  Love me
And ask for the moon
I’ll do my best to hand 
It to you
  Love me
     and 
I’ll Love you too
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HEYOKA

BLEEDiNG LiGHT 

In the stillness I wait…
Where is my breath?

What is this emotion?
A motion bleeds, it radiates, it pulsates

Like my Goddess.
Cut into her womb
Watch her bleed.
Watch her breath.

Oh, mother Earth, the Natives hear your 
voice hidden and oppressed

In the quiet I rotate, whirling around the sun
1 circle 2 circles 3 … how many circles do

I have until I bleed … until I breath.

Where is my womb? Can I not give birth 
to something deep  blue turning red

as it meets the molecules of AIR
Breath in the flame of my essence, the 

blood of my soul.
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Jacob W 

UNTiTLED

hear the Native Indian drum sounds BumBum
go’s the Drum sound is smooth 
like a Health Drum I sleep to
the sound it stop’s Back to the 
rhythm it sound’s go go the drum
Beat sounds I start listening and 
it puts me in a treas I’m dancing
A Native dance Back and Forth
I dance The Indian dance I sleep
I go I feel emotions I dance
I love the sound drum Beat
So I think of you Nate My Bro
when we get back out to do 
our music and Make a Album
It’s feel I put you stead of wearing 
a crown to get a heavenly sound I love
it and Hope we can still make a 
album to I Love you bro I care you
I lost my way I need to Be
Found so here the drum sound working
to get back to you.
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Shadowscar

WHiSPERS iN THE DARK 

No one can see who I’ve become,
No one has the slightest clue.

No one ever looks up.
If they did, they wouldn’t 

see anything.
Finally!

Is that what I am?
Nothing?

Surely, if in me someone saw
Some immediate benefit,

Then I would be something?
Till then… remember…

whoever you are,
That when you look into the night,

I’m there, looking back.
What if you whispered,

“I see you.” into the shadows...
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Faith

THE STARS

When I close my eyes, I see the stars. Every star reminds me of my kids. 
One, two, three, four. At first it was a nightmare. Opening my eyes and 
closing my eyes I see these white walls, orange colors, until then I was able 
to re remember God wants me here in time out so I can be with the stars 
that I see when I close my eyes.

Fox

“"SNATCH 'EM UP"

The key to my heart 
Was found by love 
From one righteous God above 
And from this man, I feel who 
Is just enough 
Not only were we meant to meet 
But he caught my attention with 
The most respectful greet 
He makes me feel like I am back hoopin’ 
With the Elite 
Not only are, both our pains 
Rough! 
I want to love and be loved 
Real tough 
Why? 
Because we’re both just enough 
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Faith

LiFE iN JAiL 

My life in jail aches my heart
because I feel my mind and should falling apart

The pain I feel is real, real hurt
Real craziness, real life.

Realizing I matter to God, my mother my kids :)
You who’s not on this list my ex husband, or the one
Calling himself my Ride or Die, nor my gang peeps

You know where these people are now?? Me either :( 
but I do know now what my life is about, will

be about from here on out, my father that never 
leaves me, my mother that feeds me and my loving 

and beautiful children that Love me. 

I’m incarcerated wonderin where
my Dawgs at now?? Well you 

know what, who cares because I 
have God, my family now. 

(Hello?)
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Sweet Barbarella

SOUL SUvivORS

Homies to the end 
Is what we used to say 
Ride or Die 
Skate or Fly 
Could it really be that day? 
6 feet under 
A life of Thunder 
The rain crashing in their hearts 

Never Goodbye
But with our head(stones) up high 
The Story is over 
We have played our parts 

B b***h stop hurting me
U ungrateful that I can overcome you
L life is great and you will see
L leave us striving to stay afloat alone
Y yesterday has come and gone
 And the new me is going to swim and win

Billy G.

BULLY
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The itsy bitsy needle
went in the tiny vein
out came the dark
and numbed away all the Pain.

The itsy bitsy needle
went in the tiny vein
f*cked up her whole life
now all she knows is shame.

That itsy bitsy needle
went in my tiny vein
f*cked up my whole life
And I’m the only one to blame.

The itsy bitsy needle
went in the tiny vein
out came the clear
And took away the fear

The itsy bitsy needle
went in the tiny vein
I’ve lost all emotion
No more laughter no more cheer

The itsy bitsy needle
went in the tiny vein
I’ve lost all control
Lost down this rabbit hole

Gypsy Marie

iTSY BiTSY NEEDLE
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Enrique

JANENE

Enrique

NEKO 

I will love you even more when we’re fighting throwing things than making 
love.  And I will love you even when we get old and gray and no one wants 
us.  It will be forever and always, and that will be it…...

    MY long brown and black son
    The little brown feet on his
Long body his long ears and light brown
eyes when they look at me and ask me
a question without saying nothing the way
he sits there waiting for me to tell him
His next move.  He is the best dog ever.

Enrique

JUST A THOUGHT

How long will the simple ones love simplicity?
and the scorners delight in the scorning,
and fools HATE knowledge?
Therefore they shall reap simplicity of their own
ways and be filled with their devices. and the
prosperity of fools shall Destroy them.
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GS

FORBiDDEN FRUiT

Why is the sweetest fruit
always that which is forbidden?

Why do we covet that of
which we are denied?

Why do we spend our lives in
constant search of some ultimate prize?

Why is love elusive and fleeting
to those who cherish it the most

The answers are never really that
complicated nor out of reach

We simply need to open our eyes,
our hearts and minds and be open.

We need to be honest to ourselves
and true to our feelings.

In truth there is nothing forbidden
all things are possible through love & patience
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I realized how sad I am with stormy weather
I kinda sit back & realize I don’t have shit together
I can’t remember the last time I cried
Ok, I did today I’m sorry I lied
this isn’t just a Poem trying to Rhyme
I can’t tell you if I’m happy or sad I’m borderline
while I worry about you don’t bother with me
I’m as lost as boat in the deep seas
but I’ll always be sure you make it shore
I’ve done this plenty it’s the same as before
I save you while you kill me
or maybe I’m killing myself it’s a sickening disease

Jason C

JUST BECAUSE

Just because I’m an outlaw
Doesn’t make me a thief
Just because I’m on this side of the law \
Doesn’t make me dishonest
Just because I’m an OG 
Doesn’t mean I know everything
Just because I lead by example
 Doesn’t mean that I’ll take the fall for others’ stupidity
Just because I’m into education of the youngsters
 Doesn’t mean I like what I see.

Gypsy Marie

STORMY DAYS
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Jason C

A DAY iN MY LiFE 

So there I was doing 75 in a 55 on 95 all those #rs just kind of confuse me. 
I’m Thomas and when I looked in the mirror I see the Christmas lights 
only those aren’t Christmas lights. I pull it on over! Why you might ask. 
Well in this virtual reality I just got pulled over. But wait I am looking 
through the glove box and pull out the registration and realize that’s not 
my name on the registration. Patricia who’s Patricia. Tap, tap, tap, comes 
the knocking on the window. And I also realize I won’t be sleeping in my 
bed that night. 

It’s my deep breath after a long pause
for you all the junkies come from this cause.
I see my peace, I see my safe haven
you see liars and cheaters chasing a cravin
It’s my moment of silence under the overpass when 
rains been pouring on my car
It’s your day walking up to a grave
knowing I could’ve gone far
I found the hero in Heroin
You think I’ve come across nothing but misfortune
I can’t find my harmony living life as just is
You find no hero, no happiness, or Justice
I’ve tried other things nothing felt this right
You are thankful you don’t have to fight this fight
I’ve met the devil once or twice
You don’t see his love stays with you for life.
I know what they mean when they say chasing dragons
You find it hard to even imagine
It’s bittersweet knowing what I love the most can kill me
You say there’s a better ending this I know don’t drill me.

Gypsy Marie

MY DEEP BREATH
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JRD

LOCKED DOORS

Right now I don’t think very highly of locked doors. Seeing how I’m stuck 
behind one. Wishing I could find just one. Somedays I wake but what I’ve 
seen is fake because I find myself stuck in this cell. I should be at home 
playing on my phone. What the hell.

JRD

TOOLS

I live my life around tools I have a love for tools. Tools make the world go 
round there are tools for almost anything whether it’s a light to see what 
you’re doing or a screwdriver to pry with. unscrew, screw, together me and 
tools become one I have tool boxes, tool carts, tool benches, tool books, 
tools for this tools for that, tools for any thing that gets out of whack with a 
hammer and some nails couple hollers and maybe some yells. 

I spend my life around tools they are what defines me and for that I feel 
pretty cool. 
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Mark G

LiFE 

Life was good, my life was awesome, 
My life was going great!
I met a lovely lady in ‘08 and we chose to date!
She is awesome, she is great, she’s my true love, my soulmate!
My life was wonderful and going great!
I made a bad choice, and meth damn near took our fates,
Life’s all up to faith! Turns for the worst, a blessing
In disguise, has really opened my eyes!
Clear mind and sober thoughts let me see how close
I was to losing a very good woman in my life!
In God I put all my trust to make my life shiny with
No rust, for God is who I trust! He has picked me up
To scrape off all the rust, and impurities away along with my
Sins! I love you Lord for your abundant love and forgiveness
That my life may be restored! Thank you Jesus!
I love you Honey to the moon and back, always ‘n’ forever!

1 John 1:9
Matthew 19:26
Proverbs 16:3, 17:3, 18:22
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Yoshi

AS THE PENDULUM SWiNGS

Every second is worth something.
never will two equal the same.
The pendulum doesn’t stop as it swings by.
counting off the seconds until we die.
Some seconds feel slow others go fast
We try to fill them with good time & laughs
But everyone goes through hardships
Hopefully, they only last a couple of ticks.
Don’t dwell on the bad you’ve been put through
Because then you’re wasting the next second value
So Live every second Like it’s priceless
You might be next on the time Keep’s List

I wake up thinking about why did you do what you did? Wondering if 
you’re happy and content that you did what you’ve always wanted. Mis-
trust, anger, disgust towards me. Your pat on my back after what I thought 
was making love. Your look of desperation when you see me in your pres-
ence. My nightly terrors of jealousy. A rage of sadness. I’m still here. Here, 
where I am physically and mentally confined. You, you are not here, but 
home with our children. Home without my presence…….

CMD

THiS LEFT UNSPOKEN
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Collaborative poem from the Women of LCJ

UNTiTLED COLLABORATiON

There was an old lady who lived in a shoe  
She made a great house in that shoe  
It was warm and cozy, even if odd  
Then again, the back seats of cars are always a little odd  
You never fit when you lay down when on a long trip  
The trip is not so bad, the fall even ok  
Is this déjà-vu? I remember this day  
Nah, I’m just kidding  
This is what she said lol no that’s what he said  
Don’t blame it on the neighbor  
Blame it on the milkman  
It is easy to do  
Easy to do and impossible to forget  
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HONEYBEE

Collaborative poem from The Remington House

Be climbin’ trees like the breeze 
     
 Got no money, but just let me be,

   Let me be the honeybee 

Cause honey makes everything better

 When you’re under weather 
    
  You feel light as a feather 

   And now we are here together,

    Were going to make it last forever. 
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WE ARE ALL

Collaborative poem of the Men of LCJ

We are all human 
We are all as vulnerable as a child holding on to a dream 
We are all in a nightmare that could make a grown man scream 
We are all slamming down the brakes 
We are all afraid of something 
We are all wanting 
We are all but a breath that has been left behind 
We are all wandering 
We are all wishing 
We are all hoping 
We are all needing 
We are all trying 
We are all intelligent 
We are all brothers, breaking starburst-wrapped bread with one another 
We are all human. 
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MY SON'S POEM

~My son asked me to write a poem about him, when I explained what 
SpeakOut! Was~

I am so proud of you
It wrecks my heart when you’re blue
Your smile lifts my worst mood
Hey you’re one cool dude

You make me proud to be a mom
Your website would be mysonthenerd.com
You always make my day bright
And you fight for those you love with your might.

Your name means the protector
Shoot you could beat up Hannibal Lecter
Your wits match your smarts
I almost missed out from the start

I hope you forgive my mistake
I beg for that or my sake
You are strong, honest and funny
Even when you tote around your sister’s hunny bunny

You sing, dance and act out
And you are so cute when you pout
You are truly my mini me
And you make sure the world sees

But my son don’t grow up too fast
You can’t change the past
Keep looking into the future okay
Don’t always listen to what others say

Meggie
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MY SON'S POEM (CONT'D)

Be proud of who you are
And don’t let those people scar
Keep proving how strong you’ve become
And push away the scum

So, my son, my words to you are this
Don’t hurry for that first kiss
Take time and enjoy being a kid
Because I almost never did

I love you with everything I am
That will never be a scam
You are my medicine, and I am yours as you say
And if anyone hurts you they surely will pay!

I love you Bubba!
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The flame inside me started burning bright the day she entered into my life 
again
Seeing the sparks in her eyes as I’m yearning to get to know her better
Those hazel eyes with the hint of gold in them want to take all her pain
As I wait to hear from her so I can read her sweet thoughts through a letter
Will you be there when the time comes, will you be waiting for me on the 
other side of the fence
See there’s no doubt in my mind that her words will match her actions
Only the devil inside me screams “really so sure, how you trust her words 
so much!”
But the flame that’s inside me tells eme “don’t listen to that nonsense, trust 
her pelase give yourself permission!”
I close my eyes and can feel her lips pressed against mine bruising them 
with every touch
Will you be there when the time comes, will you be waiting for me on the 
other side of the fence
She gives me butterflies, ones I’ve never felt like before
Maybe it's just me feeling these feelings either that or she has been holding 
back from me
Yet everytime I’m with her it’s like she’s staring into my soul shaking me to 
the core.
Is it the way she walks, the way she listens to me or is her words telling me 
I just need to believe
Will you be there when the time comes, will you be waiting for me on the 
other side of the fence
The flame burning within is telling me all I need to know
Only from my own insecurities I find myself looking for her reassurance 
that this is meant to be
I tell myself there’s no need for these insecurities
Through her actions, her feelings show
It was in that moment her eyes met mine I knew it was meant to be
So why do I ask will you be there when the time comes

UNTiTLED

Pamela J.
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Will you be waiting for me on the other side of the fence
Because that’s when I’ll truly be able to embrace you,
Feel your touch, kiss you openly and realize just how much you believed in 
me
So will you be there when the time comes?

UNTiTLED (CONT'D)
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I miss your pretty face. 

Your eyes are like blazing lanterns.  

They twinkle in the lights and glisten when you’re sad. 

Your eyes show your whole personality.   

Just joking—more like a dream. 

Sh*t, stop all the dreaming; let’s make it reality. 

Reality is an illusion, we are all living in a fantasy world. 

Exquisite Corpose Collaboration from Women’s Community Corrections and Work Release

EXQUiSiTE CORPSE COLLABORATiON

The prompt that inspired these two poems is often called the “exquisite 
corpse” exercise. It started as a parlor game among Surrealist writers 
in the early years of the 20th Century. It is said that the name resulted 
when they first played the game and came up with “Le cadavre exquis 
boira le vin nouveau.”  -- “The exquisite corpse shall drink the new 
wine.”

Each writer pens a line or two, then folds the page over to reveal only 
the most recent line.  This continues for several rounds until a fun and 
usually nonsensical story is revealed.  The resulting pieces are inspired, 
comical, and unexpected.  Sometimes they provide a great warm-up 
for our writerly minds and can even generate some brilliant lines that 
lead to additional writing.
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Exquisite Corpse Collaboration from Men of LCJ

EXQUiSiTE CORPSE COLLABORATiON 

The last time I ran, I was running through the woods, racing under moon-
light. I couldn’t let them catch me.  

Catch me if they can. Haha, I laughed to myself. I’ve always been elusive.  

As I ran down a dark alley to get away, I slipped and tripped on a piece of 
mozzarella cheese pizza, 

And I was so damn hungry I picked it up and ate it.  

The cheese dripped in long strands down my chin, onto my shirt and I 
looked across the table at you - with your own slice, mushrooms and an-
chovies. 

And instantly was drawn to your lips. For a goodnight kiss. 
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I like to elaborate
my thoughts
manipulate them for a while
sculpt them
set them free
and see them tremble
before my eyes.
   ~Claribel Alegria
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OUR MISSION:

To create alternative literacy opportunities that 
work to educate and empower underserved 
populations. The Community Literacy Center 
supports university literacy research and out-
reach that promotes community action and 
social change.
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attention speakout! writers

You may continue to submit and publish your 
work through the SpeakOut! Online website:
https://speakoutclc.wordpress.com


